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Duration and Frequency NPs (D/F NPs) pose problems for Case theory and theta
theory in Chinese. They complicate the analysis of Chinese VP structure and word order
as well .
This thesis proposes a disjunctive theory of Case assignment for object NPs and
oblique Case for adjunct NPs (mainly duration and frequency NPs) in Chinese. The
hypothesis is based on the phenomenon of definiteness existed in Chinese VP structure.
There is a correlation between Case and definiteness underlying the language. Problems
of poslVerbal two constituents caused by DIF NPs are explained with the proposed case
system.
Chaptcr Three investigates Case assigned to adjunct NPs in Chinese. It is shown
that Chinese adjunct NPs are assigned oblique Case uniformly, regardless of their
positions (i.e. preverbal or poslVerbal) in the sentence. This oblique Case is assigned by
the [+F] feature of the head noun.
Chapter Four deals with Case assignment to object NPs. A theory of Case
assignment according to the definiteness of the affected NP is proposed. The Chinese
VP structure is constrained by a Double Oblique Case Constraint.
Chapter Five examines the relationship between this Case proposal and the
Chinese X' structure. It is shown that this Case system can beadapted to a VP-shell
structure and that it can beadapted to Chomsky's (1993) Minimalist program.
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Duration and frequency phrases (henceforth OfF phrases in brief) are
quantificational adverbials, such asthree days, this year, four times and so on, which
specifythe lengthof timesome eventtook placeor the numberof times some action was
done.
Becauseof thedistribution andthe doublestatus of OfF phrases: NP in form, but
basically adverbial in function, theycomplicateChinesesyntax in terms of X' theory,
Case theory, theta theoryand wordorder.
It is known that in Mandarin Chinese, direct objects, durationand frequency
expressions, certain prepositional phrases. resultative anddescriptive adverbials, may
all occur after the verb, but unlikeEnglish, theyusuallydo notcooccur withone another
postverbaIly as shownin (1) .
(I ) a. · Lisi qt-le .IIIiI antiin.
Lisi ride·ASP horse threeday
•Lisi rode a horse for threedays.'
b.·Lisi qi-le rna ~.
Lisi ride-ASP horse DE very fast
•Lisi rode a horse very fast.'
In (la), the object D1iis followeddirectly by a timeexpression .anJian and the sentence
is unacceptable. A similar problem is found in (Ib); with the object followed by a
descriptive adverbial. the sentenceis again unacceptable. In order to express the idea
of (I) grammatically, verb reduplication as in (2a), topicalizationas in (2b)' or some
other mechanism is employed in order to prevent the cocccurrence of two postvc:rbal
constituents.
(2)a. Lisi qi rna qi-Ie santian.
Lisi ride horse ride-ASPthree day
b. Ma, Lisi ql-le santlan.
horse Lisl ride-ASPthree day
This strategy brings about idiosyncraticverb phrase structures (e.g. verb reduplication)
and verb phrase constraints in Mandarin. However, as has beenpointedout by many
scholars (Li & Thompson1981 , Ernst 1988amongothers) the problem is not as simple
as it looks because undercertainconditions,one postverbal element, suchas a duration
and frequencyexpression, canoccur after anotherpostverbalconstituent, for example an
object NP . This is illustrated in (3) with the duration expression~ 'many
years' occurs after the double NPs~ 'me' and.YinU1l 'English' .
(3) Ta jiao .wa.Yi..n&n!. yijing lllmdwurian le,
he teach me Englishalready many years
'He hastaugfume English for many years.'
The literature to date has few accountsof the contrast between(I) and (3) but none of
them are satisfactory (U &.Thompson1981, Ernst 1988, Tong 1990 among others).
Within the frameworkof Government-Binding, OIF NPs have posed problems
not only for the structure of verb phrasesin Chinese but also for Case theory and theta
theory as well.
In this thesis I will focus on duration and frequency NPs as one class of
postverbal noun phrases, through which I will explore the interactionbetween Case and
verb phrase structure in Chinese.
On the basis of diagnostic tests (seeChapter 2), I will showthat D/F phrasesare
NPs, rather thanadverbial phrases. With respect to CaseTheory, the DIF NPs must be
subject to the case Filter (Chomsky, 1981). However, structural Cases are assigned by
the heads of certain categories and Caseassignment relies heavily on governmenc and
adjacency. 1llis is problematic in the caseof OIF NPs, since sometimes (though not
always) they can occur even after as manyas two NP complementsin the doubleobject
construction as shownin (3). The problemis where and how the OIF NPs geecase .
With respect to 11leta Theory, it is traditionally acknowledgedthat a verb docs DOC assign
a 8· role to a DIF NP (see U 1990), but it is clearly necessary for some semantic role to
license them. I will follow Larson(1985)and claim that Chinese adjunct NPs receive
oblique Caseand 6·roles from the lexical featuresof their own head.
As for the structure of VP, the literature contains several proposals, but all of
them have difficultyaccommodating D/F NPs. For example, Huang's (1982) proposal
of a constraint on the X-bar structure of Chinese is incompatible with all postverbal
double XP constructions (see Chapter5). This analysis has beencriticised by quite a
number of linguists such as Ernst (1988), Tai (1989) and others including Huang (1993).
II turns out that there is not such a constraint in Chinese.
U (1990) altempts to account for (I) by proposing that OfF NPs have structural
Case; however. her analysis can only accommodate the OfF NPs immediately after an
intransitive verb or a reduplicated verb (seeChapter J for detail). Ll does not account
for the fact in (3) that post-verbal OfF NPs are not alwaysexclusive with object NPs or
other post-verbal constituents after a verb.
Travis (1984) makes a similar proposal for Chinese verb phrases: only selected
or case-marked phrases will follow !he verb.
Ernst (1988) offen a plausible analysis of VP structures. He points out the
problems in Huang's and U's analysis and proposes a two-part alternative analysis
composedof Struetural Principlesand Pragmatic Principles. Erns,' s structural principles
basically following U's BasicChinese Word Order Parameters only differ from U's in
one aspect, that is, they allow a Case assigner to assign Cases rightward to literally
infinite Case assignees. In order to account for the contrast between (I) and (3) Ernst
proposes a New Information Hierarchy (NIH)' , which is a set of values from I to 6
assigned to different post-verbal constituents. This NIH underlies another principle
calledCondition on NewInfonnalion (eM) which says the total new infonnation carried
by phrasal poslVerbai constituents in the Chinese VP may not exceed level 10 on the
NIH. The purpose of this eNl is 10show under what conditions pcsrverbalconstituents
can co occur withone another.
Ernst' s analysis workswellin theeaseof simplesentences; however, there is still
room for refinement andImprovement. Wecanfindcounterexamplesto Ernst's analysis
in clauseslike thosein (4).
(4) a. 11 Ta qing G ~.
he invite guest three time
' He invitedguests to dinner three times.'
b. [..Taqing ke Hn.ct] [.,hua-Ie[yiqian yuan)].
he invite gueststhree time use-ASP 1000Yuan
'Inviting guests (to dinner)three times cost him 1000yuan.'
AccC\rding to NIH, (4b) shouldbeunacceptable sincethe constituentsin S' havealready
surpassed thehighest value of thescale l.e. 10(G; c 6, anti =6 , 6+6 > 10). However,
the sentenceis acceptableto most native speakers.
Anotherdisadvantageof this analysisis that we can infer from NIH that a child
cannothandle posvcrbal two constituentsunlesshe or shecan unconsciously do a certain
amount of arithmetic. This maynot be trueempirically.
tn this thesis, I willapproach the issueposed by DIF NPs from a differentangle.
I try to explore the interactions between Caseand definiteness in Chinese. The
theoreticalassumptions are basedon the framework of Governmentand Bindingtheory,
as well as Larson's (1985), BelleW's (1988)and Lasnik's (1993) proposals. I will
demonstrate under what cc-sfitions DIP NPs can ccoccur with another postverba1
constituent in termsof Casetheory. I willproposea mechanism of Caseassignmenl to
adjunct NPs and multiple-Case assignment to object NPs. I assume that there is a
Double Oblique Case Constraintunderlying the language. I will suggesta unified O·
Structure for all the VPs that contain OfF NPs. In addition, I try to show that this
proposedCase assignmentstrategycan becompatible with Minimalism.
This thesisis organizedas follows: Chapter 2 is a general introduction of Chinese
and Chinesedurationand frequency expressions. Chapter 3 dealswithCase assignment
and theta-role assignmentto ChineseadjunctNPs. Chapter4 investigates multipleCase
assignmentto object NPs anddiscussestheeffectsof this Casesystem togetherwith the
adjunct Case on Chinese verb phrase. Finally in Chapter 5, I will modify Huang's
(1993)structuralmodel toaccommodate moretypesof sentenceswith postverbalOfF NP
and associateMinimaism with the proposedCase assignment.
1.2. TheoreticalAssumptions
This sectionconsistsof an overviewof themainassumptionsandprincipleswhich
characterize the theoretical framework whichI adopt. The framework is Government-
BindingTheory (Chomsky1981), along withthemodifications concerningmovement and
government introduced in Barriers (Chomsky 19800) and Knowledge of Language
(1986b). These assumptionsand principles will serve as the theoreticalbackground in
this thesis.
1.2.1. GrammaticalModel
In the organization of the generativegrammar, it is assumed that the model has
the following levels of representation:
(5) D-Structure
Phonetic Form Logical Form
D-structureconstitutesthe basic lexicalproperties of the sentence. It is mappedonto S·
Structure via the transformational rule 'Move Q' . S-Structure is then related to the
interpretivecomponentsPhoneticForm (PF) and LogicalForm (LF). PF is the phonetic
output of this modaland LF yields the semantic interpretation.
1.2.2. X-barTheory
D-Sllllctureis the level of representation that must meetthe specificationsset by
X-bar theory. Accordingto X-bar Theory all phraseshavea lexical head. The essence
of X-bar Theorycan be schematizedby the following PS rules:
(6) a. X" -> Spec X'
b. X' -> X' yp
c. X' -> X yp
The lexical headof the projection is a zero..level category(X') . Complementscombine
with X to form X' projections (00); adjunctscombine with X· to form additional X'
projections (6b). The specifier combines with the topmost X' to form the maximal
projection X" (6a).
1.2.3. 8-Criterion
Thecore principle of B·theory is the B-eriterion, stated as in (7) (rom Chomsky
(1981:36).
(7) B·Criterion
Eachargument bears one and only one s-rote, andeach B-role is assignedtoone
and only one argument
(7) says that any well-formedsentencesmust have a logical representation inwhichthere
is a match-up between predicates, which assign thematicroles, and arguments, which
bear them. An argument positionin D-Slructurecanonlyhave ones-rote. anNP cannot
have two 6-roles simultaneously.
1.2.4. Case Filter
The basic principle of Case Theoryis theCase Filter which requires that allovert
NPs be assignedabstract Case.
(8) CaseFiller
Every overt NP must beassigned abstract Case.
This is called a filter because it ' filters out' any construction containing an overt NP
which is not assignedCase.
Case may be either inherent or structural. Following Chomsky (1986bi. an
inherent Case is a Caseassigned by a lexical head to the NP it governs and to which it
assignsa S-role. Aninherent Case is assigned at the level of o.Suueture . inconjunction
with s -rcle assignment. A structuralCase is assigned to an NP at S·Structure If theNP
is in theright structural configuration. Structural Case is independent of theta-marking.
1.2.5 . Licensing Theory
Since everylexicalentry thatappearsin a well-formedstructuremust belicensed
insomeway, licensing theoryis a syntheticalapplication of otherprinciples in generative
grammar. Chomsky(l986b:J3) proposesthateveryelementthatappearin a well-formed
structure must be licensed in one of a small number of ways. Chomsky's general
licensingconditioncan bestated explicitly as the following:
(9) The Licensing Condition:
Every element in a structure must belicensed.
For example the Empty CategoryPrinciple can be understood as a licensing condition
for traces. The O·Criterion is a principle about the licensingof arguments bya verb or
a proposition.
In the samevein, Chomsky (1986b:98)further proposesa requirement called the
Principleof Full Interpretation (PFI) which stipulates that Licensing Conditions should
beobserved at both PF andLF. The PFI is presented as (10):
(10) Principle ofFull Interpretation(Chomsky, 1986b)
Every element of PF and LF, taken to be theinterface of syntax (in the broad
sense) with system of language use,must receiveanappropriateinterpretation.
1.2.6. Empty CategoryPrinciple andProper Government
Any movement mayleave a trace (el. whichis a null clement in the sentence.
In Governmentand Binding Theory, government has been identifiedas the licensing
10
condi tion fo r traces.
(II) Empty Calegory Principle (ECP)
A trace must be properly governed.
Proper Government can be achievedeither by theta-government or
antececeu-governmem.
(12) Proper Government
A theta-govern s B iff A governs B and A theta-marks B.
A antecedent-governs B iff A governs B and A is co-indexed with B.
1.2.7. Checking Theory
Checking theory is a component panof Minimalism(Chomsky 1993).
(13) A lexical eleme nt A has inflectional features in the lexicon as an intrins ic
property. These featuresare checkedagainstthe inflectionalelement I in
the complex [A n. If the features of A and I match, I disappears and A
enters thePF component underSPELL-OUT; if theyconflict, I remains
and the derivation will crashat PF.
For example. the morphological features of Tense and AGR have two features:
they check p roperties of theverb that raises 10 them, and theycheck prope rties of the
Noun Phrase (OP) thai raises to their specifier position , including Case and other
features; thus they assure that DP and V are properly paired. This checking can take
placeat any stage of a derivation to LF.
1\
Notes :
1. Semantically , (2b) is not klenticaIwith (11) in that 'horse' in (2b) is definite, but thal
in (tb) is indefin ite.
2. New Information Hierarchy (NIH) :
a. S' (or VP) 6
b. Indefinite NPs 6
c.~ 3
d.~ .....•••.. ...••.. 2




ChineseStructure and DIP Phrases
This Chapter consists of two sections: a brief introduction to Chinese sentence
grammar and Chinesedurationand frequency expressions.
2.1. Introduction to Chinese
Sincethe positionsof OfF phrases areclosely relatedto the phrasestructure of
Chinese, it is necessarytobeginwith abrief review ofthe majorpropertiesof Mandarin
clause structure.
2.1.1. FunctionalCategories in Chinese
Chomsky (1989) and PoUock (1989) propose a kind of spli t structu re for an
English or a French sentence. in which Tense, Agreement and Negation, once
components of INFL, become separatesyntactic heads,each projecting itsown maximal
projection . Unde r this view, the functionalcategories of a sentence are analyzed as the
heads of branching nodessuchas TenseP. NegPand AgrP.
Following this view, I assume that Chinese clauses have a configurational
structur e includingAgrP, TenseP. AuxP and AspP.
13
Th e idea is that VPs are formed mainl y by the thema tic verbs and their argumen ts.
Therefore, non-thematic verbs, l.e. modal! in Chinese , occupy the position higher than
thematicverbs . I followTra vis(1988) andBowers (1993) in supposing thaI adverbsof
different types are licensed by different feat ures associated with a single head and
generated in differen t positions. I assume pre -auxiliary adverbiah and the preverbal
adverbials should havetheirown positionsaboveVPin differentlayersof thefunctional
category projections. Based on these considerations, I suggest that there is an ArgP in
Chineseeven though thereis noovert morphological agreement inChinese. The reason
is that the notion of agreementislanguageuniversal(see Chomsky1981: 170). Like the
English or French infinitives, theChineseAgr is morphologicall y covert. The AgrP
projection is kepthere in order tohave similarprinciplesactive in EnglishandChinese.
Thou gh the AgrPcategory playsno crucial role inChinese,it mustbe presentanyway
in order to keep a systematic account forthe functional categorystructu re and the VP
structureand derive a reasonable word order. II isAgr that assignsnominative Case to
I '
subj ects, or if weadopt Minimalist theory (Chomsky 1992), this is the placeto chec k me
nom inative Case. Ten seP is the sister of Agr.
Thoughit illdifficultto distinguishAspect(romTensein Mandarin. Tense serves
10d istinguish the grammaticaIity of some sentences (see U, 1985:48-49). The following
exa mples are taken from Tang (1988:502).
(15) a. Ta mjngljan huj rnj lai .
he tomorrow will again
'He will come again tomorrow.
b . "'Ta roqUe" hili n j lai.
he yesterday will again come
'He will come yesterday:
lliI.ias a future-tense marker can gowith adverbials representing future: time. In (15a),
.m.i..n&1i.in and .zai carry I future temp:JT<l1 meaning thatmaebes thetense representedby
the tense marker hui. Eumple (lSb ) is unacceptable since the temporal adverbial
con tradicts the future tense. More examples from Tang (1988) appear in (16):
(16) a. Ta~ lai &II2--k.
he yesterday again come ASP TEN/A SP
' He ca me again yesterday. '
b.·Ta~ h.ui z.a.i lai.
he yesterday will again come
'He w ill come again yesterday. '
IS
The notion of tense is easilyca ptured by thecombination of a tem poral adverbial and a
tense marker. There fore, based on recen t proposals that heads rai se at LF by Kitagawa
(1986), Frarnptom(1991),Speas(1991) andChomsky(1992), I suggestthere isaTenseP
(rP) in Chinesethat checks Tensemarkers such astwit k . &W andso on realizedon
verbs. Time adverbialsor other VPexternaladverbials maybecontained at theSpec of
TP as welt. Thisapproachseemsintuitivelydefensiblesince time adverbials specifytime
and Tense is something related with time. It is plausible to group them under the
projection o f TP. Moreover , as a preverbal tim e adverbial is always higher than a
negator, the hypothetical positionmaybea proper placefora preverbal timeadverbial
when a negator and a time advelb ial cooccur at thesame lime as is illustra ted in (11) .
(17) a.· Lisi bu iinliiD youyong.
Uti not today swim
'Uti will not swim today.'
b. Lisi iintiaIl bu youyong.
The Spec: of TP licensescpistcmic adverbials as well sincethese adverbials must be
licensed higher than nqa1ion as shownin (18).
(18) a.· Tamen bu baoxianglxianran gaoxing .
they not apparently/obviously happy
'They arc not apparently/obviously happy . (Enrst, 1994)
b. Tamen baoxjang/xjanran bu gaoxing.
c. Tamen iimian baa!I.an.& bu neng lai.
16
they today apparently notcan come
'Appare ntly they cannot cometod ay.'
d. Tamen lla2&iani. lIliniJ,ian bu hui lai .
they apparently tomorrow not willco me
'Apparently they willno t cometomorrow. '
Epistemicadve rbsand timeadverbialshave a free wordorder among themselves, but are
both positioned higher than negation as in (18).
As for the node NegP. I agree with Ernst (1993) thai Chinese may not ha ve
NegP. Instead , the negatcr is treated as an adve r bial generated in the Spec of Au"P or
the Spec of YP in Mandarin. 1 further specify the higher negator is generated in the
Spec of AuxP . tbe lower in the Spec of AspP. This solutionallows anaccount for the
sentences with two negators:
(19) Ta bu neng bu lei.
he not can not come
'It isimpossiblethat hewill ncrcome.'
Thus an AuxP is necessary for thispurpose. I followChengand Li (1991) andassume
there is an A uxP in Chinese in order to host au xiliaries , The AuxP generates the
auxiliary heads knownas~ 'ought to',tllIi 'may', D.m£'can'. k):i ' has permission
to' . 2iIJ1'dare', Go. 'be willing 10', I2ixu. 'must'etc, In addition, the modal :t2lI'have'
is also generated here as a bound morpheme,which helps to make negation or to bind
an inde finite subject (e .g.~ 'not have'), The negators W. Ind. U . hil:.etc. arc
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generatedin the Spec of AuxP.
Another reason for postulating this AuxP lies in the fact that the movement
possibililiesofChinese mainandauxiliaryverbsare different because theformer btIl no t
thelatter are' thematic verbs' in thesense lhatthey havea s-role to assign and therefore
their movement is essociaed with both the VP-shell(I aoopt the structureof VP-shell in
thisthesis)and the functionalcategories. Auxiliary verbs, on ~he other hand, nothaving
a9-role 10 assign, remain inthedomain of INFL.
Ashas beensuggested by Cheng(1989), Aspectheadsanindependent p«!iection
inChinese. The aspect markers inChines.eare:l&• .:illQ, .:ihc.and so on.Roughly,::l.s::
marks theperfectiveaspect (Wang 1965, Chao1968. Liand Thompson1981) indicating
that an actionhas been completed,_ alsothe perfective aspect Of,tobe e.:act, an
experiential aspect indicatingan actionhas wen placeat least once, ~ marksthe
progressive aspect.
It should bementioned here, thereis also a senlence-final part icle k , onwhose
status scholarshavedifferentopiniol15. It is conventionaly believed thatwhen ~ occurs
after the complemen of theverb at the endoflhe sentenceit i~ amarkerofInchcarivity 9
that is. theinceptionof a newsituation(Wang1965. Teng 1975. arnongothers).
Actually. boththesefwo lcsC3ll be treatedas aspect markers. The suffix:k is
the completive aspect. The sententialfinalk is an inchoative aspect marker (Wang
1965, ChO\i1989).
Cheng(1989) and Tang (1990) propose that the Aspectual markers that are
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morphologicalaffixes, suceas-Is. ·Ik. am ongOthers, lower 10It:c verbat S-S tnJtture
inorder 10 avoid me circumstance tllatman neradverbs and benefactivepp's appear
post-verbally.
(20) C hong ( 19 89)
a . guojing ~ manmande xle-le, yi·fcng xin
Goojing slo wly wri te·ASP one-Cl letter
' GllC!iing slowly wrote a lener.'
b . - guo;ing xil\ -le mo..Dlilllk ~ yi-feng xin
Guojing write -ASPslo wly on e-Cl le tter
(21)Tang C.C . (1990)
a . ta ~ ti wo mal-guo, yi·ben shu
he for me buy-ASP one-Ct book
' Heboug ht a book for me.'
b .- ta mai,-guo Ii 'NO yi- ben\ shu
he buy- ASP for me one-C1 book
AspcctuaJ marke rs that are notaffi xesdo not lower .
(22) ClIcng ( 199Q)
a. guojing zai manmande xie nei-fong lin
Guo jing A sp slowly write ihat-Cl tener
' O uojing is writing thatle tte r slowly, '
b. guojing Hi ti wo mal yi·ben shu
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Guojing Asp for me buy one-C1 book
' Guojing is buying a book for me. '
I assumea different implementation of this idea. In fact, the problem with this aspect
lowerin g analysis is that it potentially violates lhe ECP, for the traces left by the
aspectuaI morphemes cannotbe properly governed. Chomsky's (1993)checking theory
offers a way 10 avoid this problem. Ernst (1993) suggests Mandarin espectual suffixes
are base-generated on the verb. bUIraised into the Asp{ect) at LF 10 be 'checked off .
The semanticcontent of aspect is in the Asp node, and its morphological realizationon
theverb must becorrectly matched at LF. If the features of the verb and that of the Asp
match. the Asp features disappear , and the verb enters the PF . If they conflict, the
features in Asp remain and the derivation will crash at PF. I will adopt this solution
he.._
On the whole. theadvantageof this functional structure is that first thepreverbal
adverbial! or sententialadjunctscan be seen as base-generatedin different layers of the
functional categoriesaccording to their selectionalrestriction, i.e. whether they selecta
proposition. an event, or an action. The hierarchy reflects the: syntactic order of Chinese
preverbal elements in general. Second, by adopting checking theory, we can avoid
several problems in the derivation.
2.1.2. Basic Word Order and Verb Phrase in Chinese
Chinesebasically has SVOorder at S-StruclUre (see Huang 1978, Chu 1980, Mei
1978, among others). However, Chinese is nol a typical SVO language in a strict
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typological sense. li and Thompson (1974, 1975, 1981) claim that between archaic
Chinese and modem Chinese , there is a shift from SVO to SOV. Their arguments are
based on the following observations:
I) preverbal objects become morecommon (e.g. I2iphrase);
2) postverbal PPs are disappearing.
Tai (1973) evenconsiders Chinese a SOy language.
Based on Greenburg (1966)'s implicational word-order universals. Li and
Thompson (974) argue that Chinese has the word order features of both the SVO
language and the SOY language. This can be illustratedby the positions of adjuncts.
Most adjuncts generally occur between lhe subject and the verb, which is a feature of a
typicalSOY language. A small number of adjuncts, OfF NPsand resultativeor manner
expressions, namely,a DFRMelement, mayoccurpostverbally, which isa SVOfeature.
The same is true with Chinese prepositional phrases. Most prepositional phrases appear
preverbally as adjuncts, with a small number of prepositional phrases appearing
posrverbally as complements (see Zhang 1990 for more discussion). Since VP structure
is closely related with word order, from the above analysis we can conclude, in line with
Koopman (1984), that Chinese VPs are head-medial, with adjuncts appearing at both
sides of a verb and the internal argument(s) to the right.
[ will adopt Huang's (1993) analysis in this thesis of a VP·shell struc ture (see
Chapter 5). According to this analysis, it is unnecessary to stipulate the directionality
of Case assignment and theta-role assignment. Word orders are associated with the
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thematic hierarchyand a certain process of derivation.
Adopting the VP·inlenla.l subject hypothesis (Fukui and Speas 1985, Kitagawa
1986. KoopmanandSportiche 1988. among others), Huang (1990) proposes tha t subjects
in Mandarin Chinese are base-generated in Spec of VP and raise (rom Spec of VP to
AspP in order to get Case from the ASP. This treatment is in accord with the VP·§hell
structure (see Chapter ) . Thus subjects originate under VP and rise from the theta
position 10 the Case position. Similarly, in this thesis, I assume the subject NP is raised
from Spec-VP to Spec-AgrP for reasons of Case. l.e. to be assigned Case or 10 be
checked off the nominativeCase.
2.2 . Duration and Frequency Phrases (OfF Phrases) in Chinese
Duration and Frequency Phrases are NP·like quantity adverbials.
Durationphrases in Chineseare NPsin formheaded by common nouns WI refer
to a period of time (or in Larson's term calendrical units) such as ti.an 'days'. &i.a2sIri
'hours'. XIH: 'month' . or Wan 'Dian' and so on, e.g. ZJmli..aD ·yesterday'. 3aD1ian ' three
days' etc. They have the same Del N structure as simple NP1. where the range of
determiners is identical to that foundin 'normal' cases of argument NPs: xi!k ' some' ,
&W1Il.Q 'many' ,~ 'th is' , III ' that', mti 'every' , etc.
However, it is controversial to treat Chinese frequency phrases as NPs. Tang
(1988)argues against LI (1985) ihat Chinese frequency phrasesshould not be treated as
nouns. He insists that unlike English. the Chinesefrequency phrasesare headedby Ihe
classifierci 'time' or itssynonyms. 1aD&, trimhW.. etc. rather than bya commonnoun,
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e.g. J.i..anui 'twice' , .I.iAnL.lim& 'twice' , J..ian&.....h.I ' twice' erc. : therefore, frequency
phrases should not be treated as noun phrases.
I agree that frequency phrasesare differentfrom duration NPs. Theyare more
like quantifier s since the si 'ti me' can be dropped, which is especially common in
classical Chinese, but not droppable in Modem Chinese as shown in (23·25 ). This fact
shows that a duration noun is a full nounin the sensethai the information it carries
cannot be omitted; whereas the information carried by a frequency word is redundant.
This phenomenonreflectsthehistoricalevolutionofclassifiers, becauseclassifiersappear
muchlaterthannouns(seeErbaugh:1984).
(23) Chi Wen Tzu 3!J. si er hou xing, (Analects S)
Chi Wen Tzu three think then later act
'Chi Wen Tzu thoughtseveral times beforeacting.'
(24) Sun We Kong .san da Bai Gu Jing.
SunWe Kong three fight BaiGu Jing
'Sun We Kong(the MonkyKing) fights against Bai Guling three times.'
(25) Hongl un D du Chi Shut
Red Army four cross Chi Shut
'The Red Armycrossed the Chi Shui River for four limes.'
In all the three examples, there is no frequency markerti after the numeral. This is
impossible with durationNPs.
(26) •. . yu xue m.ri er bu ji. (Qi l ing Gong)
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rain mow three daybut not stop
' It rained and snowed for three dayswithout interruption .'
(27)• ••. yu xuean er bu ji .
(28) Ta me dun fan chi-Ie~.
he this CL meal eat-te threehour
'He had his mealfor threehours.'
(29).-ra zhe dun fan chi-le ~.
However, in all other respects, durationphrases and frequency phrasesbehave just the
same. Moreover, Sun (1989) claims that classifiersderive most commonly from nouns.
There is a close releucnshlpbetweenthe noun and theclassifier. According to Hewson
(Personal Communication)a classifier like". pronominal element represents the referent
of a noun . Thai is why you need it when you pluralize the referent . Therefore, I will
treat both of themas noun phrases. I elaborateon this point in the following section.
2.2.1. DfF Phrasesare NPs
The re is evidence indicating that OIF phrases are NPs. U (1990) uses three
kinds of diagnostic tests 10demonstrate their syntacticcategory. First. they can occur
in the structureL._ikN] :
(30) a. Ta xte-le gnge zhonglQU de xin.
he write·ASP three-C L hour DE letter
'He wrote the letter for three hours. '
b. Wo kan-I..e J.i.i.IWUin de shu.
I read-Cl, twice DE book
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' I read the book twice,'
Theelements thatcanoccurin the pattern r.. _ de NJ areclauses, adjectives, or NPs.
DIP phrases are neither clauses nor adject ives, based on the lexical structure of a OfF
phrase ; therefore. the only ponibility is NP.
Secondly. DIF NPscan OC(Uf in subjectpositionofa sentence,which is a typical
position occupiedby NPs.
(31) a.~ guoqu Ie.
three hour pass ASP
'Threehourshave passed.'
b.L.ian£hiJn jiu keyi le.
twice already all right ASP
'Twice is O.K. (all right) .
c. -z.a; gjang-5bang gua-ahe yiding maori.
at wall-top hang-ASP one-Ct. hat
'On the wall therehangs a bat.'
d.-11m..JwUsan ~i ta.
very good-looking is be
'He is very good-looking.'
In (31a) and (3Ib) the DIF NPs are in the subject position and the sentences are well-
formed. In (31c), the whjm position is occupiedby theprepositional phrase lzai qiang-
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shang' and the sentence is rendered ungrammatical. O ld) has thesameproblembut this
time the subject is an adjective phrase.
Third , DfF phrases can take demonstratives or other modifiers, just as nouns do:
(32) a. Nalzhe sange ahcngtou guo de tai man le.
that/this uiree-Ct, hour pass DE too slow ASP
'Those/thesethree hours passed too slowly.'
b. Nalzhei bian zuo dui te.
that/this time do right ASP
' You did correctly that/this time.'
de sange zhonglou
hard endure DE three-Cl, hour
' three hard-to-endurehours'
d. Wo chao wan-Ie zulhou de tlangblanshu.
I copy finish-ASP last DE twice book
'I have finishedcopyingthe last two times of the text.'
In additionto Lt's arguments, thereremain twoadditional arguments whichshow
that DIF NPs are Nouns. First, a Duration NP can appear in an object position.
(33) a. Ta yong-le~ xi yifu.
he spend·ASP three-Ct. hour wash clothes
'He spent threehourswashing clothes,'
In sentence (33)~ is the object of the tensed verb.
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Secondly, a OfF NP can be quantifiedby the adverb dm!. 'all'. It has been
pointed out in theliterature that dQII has four distinct properties : a) itoccurs preverbatlyr
b) it quantifies an NP to its left; c) it can quantify an NP even when the NP is not
adjacent to it and d) it is associatedwith plural interpretationonly (see Chao 1968, Li
and Thompson 1981,Cheng 1991 among others). A DIF phrasecan also bequantified
by sklli. as shown in (34) and (35):
(34)Ta~.n dID!. lai le.
he three day all come ASP
' He came all these three days.'
(35) Ta.san..ti d.mI. dao Ie.
he three time all come ASP
'He cameall thesethreetimes.'
In either (34) or (35), dmI quantifies the DIF phrase rather than the subjec t since the
subject is not a plural noun. This fact indicatesthat thoseDIF phrases that are quantified
by d.mI. are NPs'. On the whole, all the precedingexamples illustrate lila! OfF phrases
can occur in all the typical NP positions; therefore. they are NPs.
2.2.2. Word Order with Definite and Indefinite OfF Phrases
In line with the general claim that preverbal nouns tend to be definite' , while
postverbal nouns tend to be indefinite (Li and Thompson 1975, Dc Francis 1963. Fenn
and Tewksbury 1976, Chao 1968), Ernst (1988) posits that definite OfF phrases such as
iWJ2tian 'yesterday' in (36) mustoccur preverbally, while indefinite OfF NPs such as~
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~ ' five minutes' or .li..il.nW 'twice' usually occur postverbally as in (37).
(36) a. Ta .zm2ti.an !n.a....li.aD1 da-Ie yifcng xln.
he yesterday (thai day) (ype-ASP one-Ct. letter
'Ye sterday (Thai day) he typeda leiter. '
b. "Ta da-le yifeng xin ZIHllian...lM...1i.aW.
c. "Ta da-Ie zUQljao (Da tian) yifeng xin.
(37) a. Ta ku-le wu fenzhQDg mang ci) ,
he cry~ASP five minute(twice)
'He cried for five minutes (twice).'
b."Ta wu fenzhong <liangcil ka-le.
c....~!I.i.MLW ta ku-le.
In negativeconstructions. or accompanied by certainlicensors, someOfF NPs can
hold a position which departs from this pattern , as seen in (38):
(38) a. Ta.5il.llJian meilai le.
he three day neg-come ASP
'He hasn't come for threedays.'
b. Ta antiIll .dmI. lsi le.
he three days all come ASP
'He camefor all thesethreedays.
c.*Ta m..ti.an lai Ie.
he threeday come ASP
•He has come for three days. '
d. Ta lai-le santian.
he come-ASP three day
'He came for three days. '
e . Ta cengjing Sll£i de-po-le shijiejilu .
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he once three time beat-break-ASPworld record
'He once has broken the world record three times. '
The existence of such sentences is consistent with the basic pattern if we take into
account of the influence of thosespecial licensers such as quantifier d.m1, negatorsand
so on. Example (38a) can be seen as being licensed by the negator. OW in (J8b) is
a preverbal scopeadverb andalso an indicatorof thedefinitenessof its affected NP (see
Tang 1989). The adverb~ 'once' in (38d) does the same thing. More examples
taken from Tang appear in (39)-(40):
(39)1?~ zai zhuozi shang.
two CL book on desk on
'There are two bookson thetable. '
(40)~ si2l.Izaizhuozi shang.
two CL book all on desk on
'The two booksare all on the desk.'
(39) is ungrammaticalsince~ in the subject position is indefinite . As is
well known throughout the literature, an indefinite NP cannot appear in the subject
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position in Chinese (Li and Thompso"11981. and amoog others). Hwe add dQJI lOthe
sentence, (39) can besaved. (40) is grammaticalsincedwI. haschangedthe definiteness
of~.
Chinese lacks articles, but tbere is little ambiguity as a result. On one hand.
definite elem en ts may be ove nl y marked by modifiers that themselves are inherently
definite. such as the demonstratives and possessive pronouns, e.g.~ ' these
three days' , na..ii..tian ' those few days' wo de liang xjaQ,h j ' my two hours' etc . ; on the
otherhand, nouns, which lacksuch definite modifiers. canstill be shown to be definite
by putting them at the beginning of the sentence, or at least before the verb.
For exam ple, if a certain NP can betopicalizcd, it has a definite read ing . As is
generalJy agreed (Tsao 1977, among others) a topic is always definite or generic in
reference , so we can infer that the IopicaIizcd OIF NPs are also definite. Here again
wesee tha t although they are bare: HPJ in form, they maybe definite: or indefinite in
meaning.
The de finiteness of Nfs is associated with the NPs ' positions in the sentence as
well as the licensors . So wecan topicalize 8Il.£iin (41) but not in (42). Exampl e (42b)
is unacceptable, since the frequency NP an.....Q in an affirmative sentence (wi thout
accompaniedby anyHan son, suchas.dml 'all') is interpreted as indefinite, so it cannot
be topica1ized.
(41) a. Ta an...d dou dec guoqu le .
he three time all ju mp over-go ASP
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' He jumped over (something) for all these three limes.
b. Si!.n£i ta cou tiao guoqu Ie.
three lime he all jump over-go ASP
'He jumpted over (something) all these three times.'
(42) a. Ta tiao guoqu 8Il..-'.i.
he jump over-go three time
' He jumped over three times.'
b.·Sin....ti ta tiao guoqu le,
three time he jump over go ASP
' He jumped over (something) three times.'
In sum, lopicalizcd NPs must be definite. We can further illustrate this by
paraphrasinga negative sentencewith DIF NPs as in (43) from sentence (44) and show
that this preverbal DfF NP is indeedold infonnation and definite.
(43) Ta ~ dou meitiao gooqu.
he three time all NEG-jump over-go
'He failed 10 jump over some thing for all these three times. '
(44) Ta eleele an.£i. keshi8ll..ti dou meitiac guoqu.
he jump-ASP three time but three time all neg-jump over-go
'He jumped three times but failed to jump over all these three times.'
Besides, whena D/F phraseis usedas a subject, suchas in (31a,b), it represent!
a specific entity or an old information referring to something that has been mentioned
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already in the context (see Hu 1987).
However, thereare two casesthat seems 10be againstour generaJiu tion. One
is thai indefinite duration NPs can occur preverbally with the accomplishment verbs. In
this case, the 'duration NP ' refers to a temporal point within a certain periodof time.
(45) Tamen HD...D.i.in jiaa-eheeg-le neizuo gongchang .
they three year build-finish-ASP that-cL factory
'They have finished building that factory in three yean.'
(45) means that the building and the completionof the factoryoccurred within three-year
period. From the English gloss wecan seethe meaningof~ is 'in three years'
rather than ' for three years' . Meanwhile the completion of the 'factory ' is definitely a
point in time, which is different from the original sense of a duration NP. Mo re
examples:
(46) Ta SilD....1ian (zhi) chi-le,liangduen fan.
he three day (only) eat-ASP two-CL meal
' In threedays heonly hadtwo meals.'
The other exception lnvolves frequency NPs which can appear alone befo re
certain achievement or accomplishment verbs. For example, the adverb in (38d) can be
omitted and the sentence seem! acceptable, too.
(47) Ta (cengjing) 1iIl..d de-po-le shijie jilu.
h. once three time beat-break-ASP world record
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'He once has broken theworld recordthreetimes.'
I will pUI these aside as marked cases, while the basic generalization still holds.
Tang (l988) claims that preverbal nouns must be definite. Ross (1984) has
similar cons iderations in terms of Generic Interpre tation. which says the preverbal
modifications have generic interpretation but the postverbal modifications do not.
Therefore, the generalization that indefinite D/F NPs occur postverbally and the definite
ones preverbajty is both plausible and supported by the fac~s .
2.2.3. The Distribution of DIP NPs
A comparison of distribution between Chinese DIF NPs and the English
counterparts demonstrates that the fonner has idiosyncratic constraints that are absent in
English. Generally speaking, in Chinese definite OfF NPs occur preverbaly and
indefinite DIF NPs are found pomoerbally.
2.2.3.1. Preverbal OfF NPs
As hasbeenpointed out above, that preverbal Off NPs are definite. This is
illustrated by the following sentences in which the definite DIF NPs occur in three
preverbalpositions: topic position in (48), subjectpositionin (49) anda position between
thesubject and the VP in (SO) .
(48)a .~ tado udaizai jiali .
these three year he all slay at home-in
' He stayed at home for these three years.'
b.~ fa dou tiao guo-qu leo
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three time he all j ump over-go ASP
' He has jumpcd over (something) all these three times.'
(49) a. San ge zhongrou guo qu le.
three CL hour passgo ASP
'Three hours have passed.'
b. lJ.anihi.an jiu gou te.
twice already enough ASP
'Twice is already enough .'
(SO) a. Ta dou 5iD..1iin meichi dongxi te.
he even three day neg-eat thing ASP
'He even has not eaten anything for three days.'
b. Ta ceng SiIrlH:i da-po shijie jilu.
he once three time break world record.
' Ooce hehasbroken the world record for three times.'
2,2.3 .2. Postverbal DIF NPs
Indefinite D/F NPsappearpostverba11y, withtheexception of the casesdiscu1Sed
above. The usual positions of postverbel DIF NPs are immediately after the verb:
IV--I. [V _ NPI and IV NP V _ --I.
(51) a. Ta lal-Ie san.Ji.ao,
he come-ASP threeday
'He has come lOstay for three days. '
b. Ta lai-le gog .
he com~ASP three lime
' He has come three times.'
(52) a. Ta ku-le ~.
he cry-ASP three-Ct. hour
' He cried for three hours .'
b. Ta ku·guo .haQiL.d.
he: cry-ASP several time
' He has cried several times.'
(53) a. Ta kan-le Wlgt xjaos hj (del dianying.
he see-ASP tbree-Cl, hour film
'He sawa film for three hours. '
b. Ta xia-le 800 qi.
heplay'ASP threetime chess
'He played chess three times.'
(54) a. Ta qi rna qi-le~.
he ride horseride· ASP three-CL hour
' He rode a horse for three hours.'
b. Ta qi rna qi-le ~.
he ride horse ride-ASP three time
'He rodea horse three times.
as
The verb in (51) is an uneccu sanve verb. th e \ab in (52) is intransitive . and the verbs
in (53) and (54) are transitives. Wha t is co mmon in sentences (51)-(54 ) is tha t all the
D/F NP s immed iately fo llo w a ve rb. Th ere:are no ether pos tverbal constituents in
between. Usually whenan adverbial elementof a certain type occurs postverbally, as
mJian ' three da ys' does in (55), Chinese does not allow it to bepla ced immediately
after the direct object, as shown by the ungrammaticality of (55) .
CiS) a."'a kan-Ie dianying~.
he see-ASP film three-eL hoor
•He sawa filmfor threehours.'
b."'a qi rna SM..'i.
he ride horse three time
•He rode a horse three times. '
The kind ofstructure illustratedin (51)-(54) forms the majority of theverb phraseswith
an inde fi nite OfF NP invo lved.
However. sometimes postverbal OfF NPsin Mandarin can occupy thefollowing
posiuons: IVNP~. IV NP NP -.J. [V PP-.J and IV NP PP-.J. as illustrated
by (56)-(5 9).
(56) [V NP_1:
a . Ta da-le Zhangsan liang ct.
he hit-ASP ZhangSiIl two time
' He hit Zhangsan twice.' (Huang 1993)
b. Wo chengzan-le 13 liang nian.
I praise-ASP he two year
' I praised him for two years .'
(S7) [V NP NP-l :
(H""'8 1993)
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Baba gaosu neige gushi zhjsbao yjbai d.
Dad tell me that story at-least 100 time
'Dad's told me the story at least 100 times.' (Ernst 1988)
(S8) [V pp _ ]:
Ta zhu w Beijing .bm.....l:l.wL..
he live at Peking very manyyeM
'He's lived in Peking for many years.' (Ernst 1988)
(S9) [V NP PP _ J:
a. Wo jie neibi qian gei ta~ le.
I lend that money to him already threeyear ASP
'Llemthat money to him already for 3 years.'
b. Wojie qian gei ta~ Ie.
I lend money to him already many time ASP
'I have lent him money for many times. I
Such sentencesputi nto question the validity of the general pattern seen In(51)·
(54) . I will addressthe problem in Chapter Three and Chapter Four.
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Note s:
I) Qmlusually does not modifytheNP oraPP. However, thereare twomarginal cases
that dml can modify theNPof twodummy Case-assigners, ba' Ba ' anddlIi 'to' . Since
they aredummyCase-assignerswithout anysemanticcontent, they are not treatedas real
propositions (see Tsai 1990, Cheng 1991). Besides. OfF phrases arenot PPs, which
can be easily distinguishedby the lexical structures.
2) SeeHuang(1987)'s definition: 'definites' includeproper names, pronouns, NPswith
a definite article or a demonstrative, bare NPs interpreted as generic or definite,
universally quantifiedNPsand NPs with quantifiers like 'most'. ' Indefinites' on the
other hand, include NPs with existential quantifiers and bare NPs interpreted as
nongeneric.· (Huang 1987, P.238).
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Chapter Thr ee
Adjunct Case and s-Roles in Chinese
Ashas beenpointedout in previouschapters, duration andfrequencyexpressions
in Chineseare NPsusuallyusedas adjuncts. As NPS, they must be subjectto theCase
Filter. This chapter atte mpts to deal with the problem of Case assignment and s-role
assignment for adjunct NPs (D/F NPs included)along the linesof Larson's analysis of
the English bare-Nl' adverbs.
3.1. Recent Studies on Chinese Adjunct Case
Chinese adjunct Caseis discussed by both Li (1990) and Ernst (1988. 1993) in
anattempt to assignstructuralCase to DIF NPs. In the followingsection, I will examine
these two assumptions and show the defec ts of the structural Case approach suggested
by Li and Ernst.
3.l.1. U',( I990)
Li (1990)claimsthatChinese verbs mayassign structuralCaseto adjuncts. The
mechanismof adjunctCase assignmentconforms to thehead directionality parameter and
the ChineseWord Order Constraints (Cwoe) (Li 1990: I I) .
(60)The Chinese Word Order Constraint (CWOC)
(a) Chinese is head-finalexcept under the requirement of Case assignment.
(b) Case is assigned from left to right in Chinese.
(c) A Case assigner assigns at most one Case.
This constraint treats Chinese phrasal categoriescross-caregorialyas head-final in
D-Structure. Withthe head-finalparameter, thenormalpositionsfor both argumentsand
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adjuncts are preverbal. but Case is assigned 10the right. In order to be Case marked,
not only the objec t of a verb moves to the postverbal position but also some Np-like
adjuncts . In other words, all the postverbal NPs must have Case. Thus , theS-Stnlclure
is derived by this kind of movement.
In addition, U also stipulates thatin Chineseall verbs assign Case anda verb has
only one Case to assign. This claim directl y poses problems for doubl e object Case
assignment. Li's remedy forthis problem relies on the strategyof verb incorporation.
that is. the indirect object incorporateswith the transitive ve rb and Case is assigned to
the followi ng direct object bythis newlyformed complex V. For example the double
object structure [V NP2 NPI] is actually [...I, V NP2] NPl] .
On the whole, under Ll's analysis , any postverbal construction must be
structurally Case markedno matter whatit is . Even a S' or a PP must be Case marked
in order to comply with the central claimthat allverbs assign Case in Chinese. This is
unusual since a central functionof Case theo ry is 10distinguish NP from PP or CP
(Stowell 1981). In addition, in order 10 keep the claim, intransitive s, ergative and
passive verbs must assign Case, too . This is so because the surface word order is
derived by the movement of Case markingand all the postverbalconstituentsmust have
Case.
As pointedoutby Gooddall(1990)and Ernst (1993), the movementposi ted in
Li's system is a rather unusualtype : from a theta-marked, non-Casedposition to an
adjoined. Casedposition. It isstandardly assumed(Chomsky 19863.) that movements of
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phrasal categorie s aredivided into two types : A-movement, from a theta-marked, non-
Casedpo sition to a non-theta-marked, Casedposition; and A<movement, (ro m a theta-
and Cased-marked position 10 a landing site with neither Case or a the ta role.
MoreoverI it is usually assumed that A-movement landing sites must be Spec positions.
Li's movement has the Case properties of A-movement, But the landing site is not the
specifier of any category since specifiersare clearly 10 the left in Chinese.
In addition, U's proposalhas at leas t two serious problemsconcerning theCase
of DIF NPs. First. not all NP-like adjuncts appearpo!ItVerbally, so the question arises:
how can these preverbal adjunct NPs get Case? If they do get Case, theresult should
violate th e Chinese Word Order Constraint (b) as shownin (61)and (62). Li doesnot
address th is issue .
(61) Ta 3Il1im dou mei wancheng zuoye.
he three day all not finish homework
' He didn't finish his homework for all these threedays,'
(62) Wo lilOO. dou tiao guo qu te.
I three time alljump overgo ASP
"I jumped over all thesethree limes. '
Both (61) and (62) contradict with Li's Chinese Word Order Constrai nt (b) . and (61)
contradicts with (e) aswell , sincethe latter amounts to saying that a ve rb canonly assign
one Case in Chinese, As we can see in (61) , the verb~ can only as sign Case
righ tward to Zl.H:W: ; there is no Caseavailable for SlUian. Theconsequence Is that
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samiaD cannot pass theCase FIlterand thesentenceshouldbe ruledout. However. the
sentenceis correct.
Second . there are in foct man y acceptable sentences in which an object is
immediately followed bya DIF NPwhicbare ruledout byU's CWOC(see example (3)
in Chapter 1). SentellCtS like (3)cannotbe accounted for in U 's system . sincethere is
no Case avai lable for theDI P NP from theverb. wuming a strucmre like lIIatin (63).
( 6 3 1 VP
-<:
V' NP ,ad j u nc t )
.r-:
V N' lob j.ctl
Th is is SO because, on one hand. in Li's trea tment a verb can onlyas si gn one Case
righ tward. whichm ust &0to theobject in this structure . Mcording 10CWOC (c). thetc
is no second Case for the postverba1 DIF NP in the position after the objec t NP.
Mo reover, the Case adjac:cncyconditionassumed by Li would al sobe vio latedbeca use
the DIF NPs is not next10the verb. However, U simply keeps silent on this issue.
On th e who le. U's analysis s uccessfully deals willl so me sentences with two
postverba1 constituents. but is toostrong for others. II is too general . as it predicts
ungrammaticalityfor many accepablesentences. Infact, U's analysisonly accounts for
sentenceswith DIF NPsimmediately following 1 verb. In this case, the DIF' NP is
assignedaccusative Case by the verb regardless of whether it is an unaccusative as in
(64 ), or an unergative u in (65), or a transitive as in (66) 10(68 ).
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(64) Ren lai-le Sll1ian (Sillki) le .
person come·ASP threeday uhree tlmesj-Acc ASP
'Someonejas comefor threedays (three times).'
(65) Ta Ku- Ie SiUlliM.
he cry-ASP threeday-Ace
'He cri ed for threedays. '
(66) Ta chi fan chi-le !ij!Ilge zhongtou.
he eat meal eat·ASP mree-Clhou r-Ace
'Heate hismeal for threehours.'
(67) Ta bei fu qin da-le~.
he by fath er beat-ASP half·CL hour- Ace
' He was beaten by his father for half an ho ur.'
(68)Ta ba wo da-le~.
he BAI beat·ASP half-CL hour-Ace
'Hebeatenme for half an hour. '
Allthe DIFNPs inthesesentencesare assigned accusativeCasefrom the adjacentveri>.
Thus, disregarding Buraio's claim (1986) that unaccusatives do not assign case, U
claims that these verbs in Chinese assign accusative case as in (64). Though Li giv es
no explanation as to how 10 assignaceussative Case by intransitive verbs. it can be
understoodthat sheassumes this is possible because of her claim that all verbsassign
Casein Chinese. Since most Intransitives canbe followed bya OfF NP, the D/F NPs
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in the postverbal position must be Casemarked. Thereforeintransitive verbs mustbe
able to assign accusative Caseto the followingDIF NPas well. This canbeseen in (65)
with the intransitive verb immed iately followed by a D/F NP. Sange zhongtQ!!in (66)
is Case marked bythe reduplicated verb in thesame way.
Asfor the 8-rotes. Li (1990), based onTravis' observation (1984),suggeststhat
ChineseOfF NPs are not assigned s-rotes. Travis(1984) arguesthat inEnglishthepro-
verb Wldoes not assign 8·roles, whichaccounts for the unacceptabilityof (69), andtha t
OIF NPs cannot beassigneds-rotes. as indicated by the acceplability of (70):
(69) · ' ohn read thebook for three hours, andBill did the magazine for two hours.
(70)John read thebook (or two hours. and Bill di d for two hours.
However,theexamples onlydemonstrate thatadjunct NPsdo netget e-rotesfrom verbs,
as argument NFs do. They do not entail thaiadjunct NPs cannotget theta-roles from
somewhere else .
3.1.2. Ernst(1993)
Ernst(1993) posits thatChineseadjunctNPs haveCase butno e-roles. Following
u (1990), Erns t proposes that Chinese adjuncts normally occur preverbally but the
indefiniteadjuncts, l.e. DfF NPs, are base generated postverballyfor structural Case at
D-Struclure. Adopting a proposal of Bresnanand Grimshaw (1978), Ernstsuggeststhat
the preverbal de finite adjunctsreceiveadjunctCase, which is assignedet D·Struc1ureby





As(or the indefiniteadj unctNPs. they are generated postvcrballyand strOOural ly
Casemarked by verbs at D·Stru clurt. Th us a verb may as sign mo re Ihanone uructu ral
Cases rightward, l.e. structural Case to an adj unct NP in addition to o ne or mo re
arguments (cf. Maling 1989, Babby 199 1, Yip et aJ. 1987) , Emst else suggests, as an
alternative, the adjunct structural Case for postvertat DIP NPs can be ass igned at [).
Structure by th e highes t V' node, sister of Spec of VP. Theliterat ure o ffers sim il ar
proposals. For example, Larson (1988) proposes V· assign Caseto oneobject NP in
double objects constructions. However. thisV' hasan unsaturated '·role and can be
finally reanalysed as a verb. Th is is different fro m Emst's V' Case. Erns t 's proposal
is loa powerfu l. The mort powerful the lheofy. the jess explanatory the effect. And
more, this theo ry surely complicatesthe Olinesc X' complement rule. Accon:Iing to
Huang's Chinese X' schcnus (1982. 1993), only theX" category canbe head·initial .
This can beiUustrated by (12):
(12) a. XP - -- > yp X'
b. X' .-_. > X' X ·
c. X· --- > I. X- YP if f X..(+v]
2 . YP X" otherwise
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Bulin Ernst's treatment n ot onlyan X~ categorycan be followedby a complement but
alsoan X' category . Thus, tiletheory needs at least twocomplementrulesrather than
one,
Ernst assumes that adjunct structural Case assignment is not subject to the
traditional adjacenc y condition bu t ccnrorms to an e xpanded version of Travis ' 1984
Domain Adjacenc y Condition(DAC):
(73)Expanded Versionof DomainAdjacency Condition (EVDAC)
•••licensing ofCased NPs. complements, adjunct XP' s , etc.must proceed
with thesmallest. leastincluslveset, working outward. (Ernst, 1993:13)
Therole of this condition is said to account for thecontrast between (74a)and (74b)and
otherposrverbel co nstructions.
(74) a. J inrong kai~ liang cl.
Jinrongdrive to NewYork two time
' J ingrong dro ve to New York twice. '
b.*Jinrong kai de hen kuai liangd .
1io roog drive DE very fast IwO time
' Jinrong drove fast twice. (Ernst 1993:16)
According to Emst ,~ in (74a) is a subca tegorized PP. so theadjunct _
g base-generated after it is in the right po sition for structural Case stipulated by the
smallestinclusive setcondition, While~ in (74b) is a resultadveexpression.
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anadjunct generated preverbalty, it mustbe posrposed fro m the left onhe verbto the
right of~ to meet the EV DAC. Though n one o f them is a compl ement, th e
frequency NP is a Case marked element. Compared with theresultativeexp ression .de
~, IianW is the smallest, least inclusive set in Ihis c ase; there fore the expressio n
~ mus t goto the right o f theOfF NPadjunct. T his isexpectedto account for
theung rammaticalityof (74b). However, even~ goes to the right of lWut..Q.
the sentence is also wrong as shown in (15). Ernst does not account for the
onacceptabillty of (1S)~·
(1S)*Ji nrong kai liin.U~.
Jinrom drive two time DE veryfast
'Jin rong drove fan twice.'
Besides, there is a technical problem in(74 ) undermining Ernst's claim (1993)
thatthe directionality of Caseassignment takesprecedence over the head-direct lenality
parameter. Basedon th is claim, thePP complement~, as a non-Cased
element , should be genera ted preverbally in accordance with the head-fsal parameter.
However, theadj unctNP liaIliti in thissentenceis a struc tura lly Case-marked element
and base -generated atD-Structure, right-adjoinedto some projectionorv. Therefore,
the PP complement would have to move from the preverbal position and in sert itself
between theverb andthe adjunct at S-Structure, This process results ina violation of
theProjection Pri nciple.
On thewhole, the (74)-(15) contrast doesnot support Ernst's EVDAC, therefore.
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The [ i/ DAC makes the wrong predictionabout sentences like (76). The problem
here is that the DIF NP appearsto be separated from V' by theadverb)llin&.
(76) Zhangsan ehao-le we lii.in& Hangcl Ie.
Zhangsan look for-ASP me already twice ASP
' Zhangsan has looked for me already twice.'
There is noexplanation for how~ in (76) getsstructural Case, It is unusual for an
adverb to separate a verb from an NP that it must Case-mark. There arc various VP
structures consistent with Ernst's theory, but all fail on general grounds. The Adverb
could be under V' as in ma) but 'already' is not a complement. Or the Adv could be
a pan of the D/F NP as shown in (77b). Anyway, this kind of constituent is odd since
a noun is seldom modified by an adverb or forms a constituent with an adverb .





V ------""" NP AD~N'
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In addition , under this view, intransitives, passive verbs and so on can assign
struct ural adjunct Case because they carry a feature [+ V]. I wonder how this theory
would account for the ungrammalicality of the sentences like· The frog was kissed the
d2.L ('The frog was kissed by the dog. '), since!~ can move to an adjunct
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position in Vi-"10acquire structural adjunct Case assigned by [+ V] .
The goalof Ernst's analysisis not a theory of 'Case for Case's sake' . but rather
an attempt to predict correct word order. Unfortunately, it still cannot solve the old
problem raised by OIF NPs, that is. though this adjunct Casew ignment slriI.tegy can
explain how theCase filter is satisfied for grammatical sentences like (78b), it cannot
explain the ungrammaticality of the sentences like (75) and the following (78a).
(18) a."Ta kan bingren li..an&tana:.
he visit patient twice
'He visited a patient twice. '
b. Ta kan laolao 1..i.aIWan&.
he visit grandma twice
' He visited Grandma twice. '
(7Ba) and (18b) have thesamestructure, with the sameCase assignment.
3.2. A New Proposal for Chinese Adjunct case
I have shown that thereare difficulties assigning structural Case to D/F NPs in
Section 3.1•• I would like to consider inherent Case to adjunct NPs. Since there is no
9-roteassignedfromtheverb to theadjunct NP, theadjunctNPcannotget inherentCase
from theverb. Inherent Casefor adjunct NPs must originate somewhere else. Larson's
(1985) analysis offers an appropriate mechanism.
3.2.1. Larson's Proposal (I 98~)
Larson(1985)proposes an analysis of 'bafe.NP adverbs' as in (79) in which
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certain NPsare ableto appearin adverbial positionsbecauseof a specialfeatureof their
head nouns: "The ability of an NP to occur asa bare-NP adverbial dependscrucially on
the specific noun that appearsas its head. Bare-Np adverbs"ave the internal form of
NPs, but the functionand distributionof 'adverbial categories' such as PP, AdvP, and
S' ''(Larson 1985:599).
(79) a. John arrived~.
b. He has beenhere~.
c. They called me lb.i1..:ox.
d. We wereheaded~.
The underlined expressionsand a number of ether nounshave lexical entries containing
a special feature [+FJ that allowsthemto assignobliqueCaseas well as a thematicrole
to NPs of which they are the head.
3.2 .2. Chinese Adjunct Case
Following Larson, I propose thatChinese bare-Npadjunctsare assignedoblique
Case ands-rolesby the [+F] featureof the head noun:
That the Chinesebare-NP adjunctsare assigned Case this way rather than by an
emptyPP is for the following reasons. First, in Chinese, PPsalmostalwaysprecede the
verb; thepostverbal pn.jJOsitions are limited10='to' , dig 'to' and ui. 'at or in'. They
so
are either analyzed or reanaJysed as verbs or part of verbs in Chinese by some scholars
(see Chao 1968; U and Thompson 1974, 1981; Hsueh 1983: U 1990) or as Case
markers (Sun &. Saxon 1989) in terms of lhc distribution. Even if phrases containing
these elements are lrta tcd 11 postvc.rbaI PPs. theyare complements rather thanadjuncts,
or in Mulder and Sybesma's terms (1992) they are predicative complement! having a
closer relation with the verb than the preverbal PPs. It follows that they are different
from the four non-subcategorized postverbal adjuncts, Le. DIF NPs, resultative and
descriptive expressions. This is demonstrated by the contrast among the following
sentences.
(81)a. Ta zhu lai....Ikii.in&.
he live in Beijing
'He lives in Beijing.
b.· Ta zhu le.
he live ASP
c. Ta iiLmI:li leu le.
he at room-inside cry ASP
'He cried in the room.'
d."Ta ku z.ai......wlcli Ie.
he cry at room-inside ASP
'He cried in the room. '
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he cry-ASP three-Cl, hour
'He cried for threehours.'
The verb I!w.subcategorizes for a complement. The complement can be PPs, locative
NPs or OfF NPs 1, In contrast the intransitive verb Jwdoes not subcategorize for a PP
complement: so the posrverbal PP appeared as a complement renders (Sid)
ungramma tical. When the same PP appears preverbalty as an adjunct in (Sic) , the
sentence is correct . The examples in (81) show that all thepostverbal PPs in Chinese
are subcategorized comp lements rather thanadjunct1. Only pure adjuncts rather than
subcategorizedcomplements can occur in the pcstverbal position of an intransitiveverb
as shown in (SIt). The fact that PPs cannot follow an intransitive shows that Chinese
PPS, if they appear postverbally, must be subcategorized complements.
Second. mostChineseadvetbs occur preverbally, but the duration expression, hm
ilil 'very long (time)' . is an exception. It may occur both preverbally and postverbally,
as in (82a &b):
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(82) a. Ta hm.iiu mei lai Ie.
he very long not come ASP
'He has not comevery long (for a longtime).'
b. We deng-le ta b..e.nii.J.l.
I wait-ASP him very long
'I waited for him very long (for a long time).'
c. Wo langfei-I e~.
I waste-ASP two hour
' I wasted two hours. '
d. * Wo Jangfei-le henjiu .
I waste -ASP very long
' I wasteda longtime.'
From (82c&d) we can prove that~ is an adverb rather than an NP because it cannot
occupy the object position of a verb that takes a duration NP as object. Given that
Chinese postverbalbare-NP adverbials have the same distributionas htniiu. except for
the typical A-positions , we can conclude that functionall y these bare-NP adverbials
behave more like an adverb rather thana postverbaI PP in Chinese. Therefore, I adopt
a version of Larson's theory and treat the Chineseequivalents as bare-NPadverbials
rather than objects of empty preposilions in view of this consideration.
The Chinese bare-NP adverbials are restricted mainly to time, frequency and
manner NPs, e.g.~ ' yesterday' ,~ 'twice' ,~ ' this way' . etc. The
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membership is not determined purely by semantic considerationsbut by their syntactic
distribution as well. In other words, as in English, not all NPs that designate the
meaningof time, frequency or mannerare bare-Ns adverbials,as shownin (83).
(83) a.Ta zai yige gjhei deyjewan tao-sou le.
he at one-Ct. dark DE night flee-go ASP
'He fled at a dark night. '
b. "Ta yig' qjhej de yjewan tao-zoe le.
The contrast between(83a) and (83b)shows thoughthe phrase 'a black night' designates
time, it cannotfunctionas a bare-NP adverbial since it mustbe thecomplement of a
preposition.
It is the lexical meaning or time. frequency, or manner borne by the head nouns
plus the syntacticdistributionof theseNPs that is analyzed as having a feature [+ Fl.
And Case is assigned by the feature[+F] .
I assume that bare'NP adverbials get oblique Case in all adjunct positions,
preverbally or postverbaly. This contrasts with Ernst's (1993) proposal that the
preverbal adjunct NPs get oblique case while the postverbaJ ones get structural Case.
I propose a uniformobliqueCase is assigned to bare·NP adverbials in both preverbaland
postverbal positions.
In addition, I adopt Larson's proposalof 'Adverbial e-rote Assignment' and
assume that Chinese bare-NP adverbials get their B-roies respectively as: 6-Time, 9·
Frequency and so on, from the [+FJ featureof theirheadnoun (see Larson 1985 for
$4
detail).
3.2 .3. Case Clash
1have proposed that Chinesebare-Np edverblajsreceive oblique Case through the
lexical properties of their own heads. However. because of the dual status of these
constructions, with both NP and adverbial features, there exists a potential Case clash
between the oblique Case assigned this way to thesebare-NP adverbial! and the possible
structural Case, when these NPs are used as arguments as illustrated in (84).
(84) a. J.i..niliID. guodc zhen kuai.
today pass very fast
'Today passedvery fast.'
b. Ta yong-le s.n...x.ia2sIli cai zuo-wan gongke.
he use-ASP three hour only finish homework
'He spent threehoursfinishing thathomework••
c.lin.li.an-de baozhi
today 's newspaper
The [+ F] NP.ii.nliin occurs as the subject of the tensed clause (84a) and~
as the object of the transitive verb in (84b). If we assume that.llntiin and~
receive Oblique Case inherently and given that nominative and objective Case are
assignedto the subjectandobjectpositionsrespectively, wewouldexpecttheseexamples
to be ungrammatical according10Caseclash (Stowell 1981). However, thesesentences
are well-formed. Thesameis truewith the{+ FI NP withina phraseas in (84c), where
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iin..tian is in (Spec, NPJ and gets genitive Case. The problem is how to avoid a Case
clashin suchconstructions.
To resolve thisproblem, I againfollowLarsonandassumethat Case-assigned by
a [+ F] feature is optional. ObliqueCaseassignedby [+ F) is a 'default' Case. It comes
into being only whenthere is no structuralCaseavailable. 'Caseclash' can beavoided
by a principle:
(85) Structural Case takes priority to Oblique Case associated with a [+ F] .
Oblique Case assignedthis waycomes into beingonly when there is no
structural Case available.
On the whole, the (+ F) featureis an optionalCase assigner. It can be concluded that
the Case assignedthisway is thedefaultmechanism for caseassignmentto adjunct NPs.
3.3. Adjunct CaseAssignment and Word Order
Following Government & Binding conventions. I assume thatinChinese. a Case
assignerassigns one Case. I also suggestthat indefiniteDIF phrasesare base-generated
postvcrballyin accordance withthe Definiteness Effectof the languageandthe Thematic
Hierarchy (larson 1988). The Thematic Hierarchy establishesthe foundation for a
complex VP structure at the D-SlrUctUre. De surface structure is derived by move-a
(see Chapter 5).
This assumption allows us to replace Ernst's EVDAC with a simpler set of
constrains. I proposethe PostverbalConstruction Constraintsin (86), whichcan also
preventsuchungrammaticalsentencesas those in Ernst{1993:17), repeated here in (87):
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(86) Postverbal Construct ion Constraint (peC)
a. Cased (both structural and inherent) constituents precede non-Cased non-
complementconstituents.
b. Complements take precedence over non-complements.
c. Casedcomplements takeprecedence over non-Cased complements.
(87)* Jingro ng kai de hen kuai J.i..aD.W.
Jingrong drive DE very fast twotime
'Jingrong drove fast twice.'
(87) violates (800) , with the non-Cased non-complement element~ preceding
the cased elementlliL!l.i&i. Pcstverbet Construction Constraints cannotaccountfor (75)
directly. For the convenience. (75) is repeated here:
(75) ·Jinrong kai liilJ&ti de hen kuai.
Jingrong drive two time DE very fast
'Jinrong drove fast twice. '
However, it can be ruled out by other reason if we assume that DE phrase should be
ctulcleed to the preceding verb. but blocked by .liill!.&&i in (75). The fact that two
postverbaladjunctscompetefortheprecedent position resultsin the ungrammaticaJity of
the sentence.
Thus, this approachcan preventtheconstmcrion " [V + DE Phrase + DIF NP].
Pee can also account for the ungrammatica1ity of Ihe word order· [V + DE Phrase +
ObjectNP] in the samemanner.
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pee is quite similar to Ernst's EVDAC. It differs from Ernst's versionslightly
in the definition . Since Ernst treats DIP NPs ambiguously as both Cased element and
adjunct, this makes it difficultto applythedefinition (73), quotedhere for convenience:
..• licensing or CasedNP's, complements. adjunct XP's, etc., mustproceedwith
the smallest, least inclusiveset, workingoutward. (Ernst 1993:13).
It is obvious if a DIF NP is treated thiswayas both CasedNP and adjunct, the expanded
version of DAC cannot apply. Therefore, it is not clear how to account for the
ungrammaticaIity of (~a).
(88)a. "Jingrcng kai li.aJlW dao NiouYue.
Jingrong drive two time to New York
'Jingrong drove to New York twice.'
b. Jingrong kai <lao Niau Vue .I.iani.d.
Jingrong drive to New York two time
'Jingrong droveto NewYorktwice.'
If we take~ asa Cased NP whichshouldprecedeother non-Cased elements,then
(8Sa)shouldbecorrect. Incontrast, (8Sa)can beexplainedby (86b) since~
is a complement, which mustprecedethe non-complement~.
3.4. Summary
In this chapter I havediscussedseveral issuesin Casetheoryas it pertainsto OfF
NPs. I have proposed that adjunct NPsget inherent obliqueCase via the [+ F) feature
of the head noun. I have shownthai this type of adjunctCase may be useful in dealing
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with some problem s of word order . The idea of an oblique Case assigned to OIF NPs
may pave the way in terms o f Case theory to solving the problem raised by two
posrverbal constituents.
Notes:
I. The subcategorized elements of zhucan be PPs. and DIF adverbials, locative NPs
as well:
a. Ta zhu Mtiguo.
he live the USA
'He lives in the USA.'
b. Ta zhu-Ie santian/ sand.
he live-ASP three days! three time
'He lived for three days/three times.'
2. Actualy, both (74b)and (15) canbe ruled out by the New Information Hierarchy
(Ernst 1988). According to NIH, both(74b) and (7S) are unacceptable no matter which
postverbal positions the resultative expression goes, sincethese twopostverbaJ elements.
i.e• .lliw.1..d. and~ have already surpassed 10of the NIH.)
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Chapter Four
Object Case Assignment in Chinese
As has beenmentioned before. nominative Caseis assigned by Agr in this thesis.
The external argument NP must move out of VP to the Spec of AgrP to get the
nominative Case. In Chapter Three. I proposed a new mechanism for Case assignment
10 adjunct NPs. In this chapter, I propose a Caseassignment mechanism for postverbal
llgument NPs. The proposa.l is expected to becompatible with the case assignment to
adjunct NPs and resolve the old problem of thepostverbal two constituents in terms of
Casetheory as shownin (1)-(3). TheCase theorywill allow meto explain the problems
discussed in the previous chapters.
4.1 . Objective Case
Accordingto the standard assumption in GS theory, structural Case is assigned
by [+ v) categories. In Chinese, verbs and prepositions are possible Case assigners .
The objectJ of transitive verbs and prepositions follow their heads to get accusative
Case',
4.1.1. Cales associated withTrans ttivesand Ditransitives
The modification I proposeto lhc:standard Casetheory is that transitive verbs
may assign either accusative Case or obliquecase to direct objects. Thus the (direct)
objective case in Chineseis realizedby twosub-Cases, an Accusative Case (structural)
andan ObliqueCase (inherent). AccusativeCase is assigned by the verb only to definite
NPs under government, while oblique Case is assigned to theindefinite counterparts';
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In other words, an indefiniteobjectNPonly getsoblique Casefrom the transitive verb
rather that accusative Case. A definite NP in the object position gets accusative Case'.
The actual Case assignment by a verb is further illustrated by the following examples:
(90)Ta zaj kan shu.
he ASP read book-Obl
'He is reading somebook.'
(91) Ta zai kan yiben shu.
he ASP read one-Ct. book-Obi (or -Ace)
a. 'He is reading a certain book.I (specificreading)
b. ' He is reading some book. ' (non-specific reading)
(92) Ta zai kan neiben shu.
he ASP read that-Cl, book-Ace
'He is reading thatbook.'
The object NPin (90) getsobliqueCasefrom theverb sincetheunmarked postverbalNP
.ahu is indefinite (or more accurate non-referential)', (91) is ambiguous with a specific
reading or a non-specific reading. With the speci fic reading,~ gets the
accusativeCase;with thenon-specificreadingthe obliqueCase.~ in (92) gets
accusativeCase.
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As is usualin otherlanguages, such as the Germanexample (93a), the indirect
object of double object construction, i.e. [V IO DOJ, receives dative Case. though
Chinesedative Casehas no morphological reflex. Thedirectobject getseither accusative
Case or oblique Case. according to the definitenessas in (93b & 93c).
(93) a. Er gab dem Mann des Buch.
he-Nom give the-Oat man the-Ace book
'He gave the man the book.'
b. Ta gei nage ren naben shu.
he give that-Cl, man-Dar that-Ct. book-Ace
'He gavethemanthe book.'
c. Ta gei yige ren yiben shu.
he give one-Ct. man-Oa t one-CL book-Obi
'He gavea mana book.'
4.1.2 . Cases with Prepositional Complements
As for NPs within prepositional phrases, they also conform to this system: the
definiteNPcomplementsof prepositional phrasesgel accusativeCase; the indefiniteones
get oblique Case.
In fact, the Casesassigned to the complements in preverbal prepositional phrases
are not important to my analysis since they have no effects on the postverbaI structure
of a sentence. Whatcounts is the objects of postverbaI prepositional phrases. I claim
that they get the same set of Casesas the object of a transitive verb does. Because
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Chinese prepositions come from verbs. the same Case theory must apply. Thus,
postverbal prepositional objects get the same set of Cases as the object o f a transitive
verbdoes:
(94) a. Ta [ingchangda dianhua Gi woo
he often hit phone-Obi (0 me-Ace
'He often phones me.'
b. Ta jingchang da dianhua irl pengyou.
he often hit phone-Obi to friend-Obi
' He often phonessome friends.'
Thedefinitecomplement of the prepositionW in (94a)gets accusative Case in contrast
to the complement of win (94b), which gets the oblique Case.
The Casesto prepositional objects parallel the set of Casesassignedby transitive
verbs.
4.1.3. The Status of the Objective Oblique Case
In Ihis system, the only difference between the two objective Cases assigned by
transitive verbs lies in the definiteness of the object NP. Conven tionally, an inherent
Caseis usually tied to a particular 8-role. In contrast, under this analysis, theoblique
Caseassignedby the verb is not strictly tied with a fixed9-role as a preposition usua lly
does. However, it does get theta roles from the verb. According to Chomsky's (1986b)
theory of syntactic Case, an inherent Case is a Caseassigned by a lexical head to the NP
it governs and to which it assigns a 9-role. In this sense, the proposedobliqueCasecan
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be consideml as an inllerent Case. In Cho msky(1986b:195) , we find the fo llowing
examples . in which thegeni tiveCase is realizedon the subject of thenoun phrases:
(95) a. (John's story] disturbed me
b. [John's reading the book] dis turbed me (Chomsky's (27.5»
Chomsky explains that readinglhe book in (95b)8·markslohn andJohn is the agent of
the actio n. In the Caseof (9Sa), al though, no lexicalhead9~marla John, we can follow
G ruber (1976) and M. Anderson (1983) in supposing that a 'possessional 8-ro le' is
assigned in Ihis structural position, by theconcrete noun.s1QIX. More examples canbe
found in the followingsentences, too (Chomsky 1986b: 195):
(96)a. John'sreconstruetion(s)of an eighteenth-century village
b. lohn's reco nstruction of thecri me (Chomslcy's (276))
In (9630) , the head noun is concrete and the semantic role o f l2hn ranges over the
po5SIDilities that fall under the category 'possession'; in (9Sb) l.2hn is th e agent . From
th eseexamples we can infer lhat th e theta rolesassigned to the SUbjects of the noun
phrases in theseexamples maynot be unique . Thisshows that an inherent Case may not
be strictly tiedto a particular thetarole.
BclIetti (1988) also di1tinguishCJtwo kinds of inherent Case. She states that the
most typ ical instanceor an inherent Case is one where a particularCase is associated
witha particular8 -role. However, thepartitiveCa.sc: that she refers to in her 1988 paper
is associa tedwith Chomsky 's (l986b) definitionof an inherent Case. rather than witha
8 -linked inherent Case.
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Another potential problem which may complicate the Case assig nment is the
question, of which Case is assigned to the subject NP of the small clause in 'EeM'
cons truction. Conventionally, an 'EeM ' verb can only assign a structural Case to the
following object NP, l.e. the subject of a small clause, because the verb does not assign
a 9- role to this NP. The split between the Case and 9-role assignment entails that this
objective NP can only get structural Case, Le. accusative Case. Thoug h it is
controversial whether there are ECMverbs in Chineseor not, we find in Chinese the
word~ is perhaps closest10ECMverbs(seeLi 1990for detail). However, whatever
Case the verb lWll assigns is not important in this system. Because in Chinese all the
subject NPs must be definite, the same is true with the subject of the smal l clause . It is
definite by nature, which entails that either accusative Case or nominative Case but not
oblique Case is associated with the NP at issue as shown in (97).
(97) Wo xiwang [13 laiJ.
I want him(or he) come
'I want him to come. '
The accusative Case is associated with the subject NP of the small clause if we assume
the small clause is an infinitive construc tion and the subject is Case mark ed by raising
to the object position of thematrix clause; the nominative Case would be associated with
a CP structure. Since the structure issue of the Chinese 'ECM ' verbs is not the concern
for this thesis, I do not discuss it in detail. Anyway, no matter what Case is assigned
in 'ECM' struct ures, it does not cause any problem since the NP at issue is definite and
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cannot get obliqueCase.
TheobjectiveobliqueCase isassignedat D-Stn1cture inconjunctionwith a9·ro le
assignment. It differsfromthe obliqueCase assignedto adjunct NPs in that the former
is assignedby a verb. the latter by the[+F] feature of the head noun.
4.1.4. Evidencefor the Assumption
This a pproach can besupponed by the evidence from other languages with a
morphologically richer Casesystem. In theselanguages, accusauveis nOI the onlyCase
forwhich an objectNP canbemarked. As bas been pointed outby Belletti( 1988), for
example. in Finnisha transitiveverb like 1ULt may assign either accusative or partitive
Case to anobject NP. The followingexamplesare taken from Belletti (1988:1):
(98) a. Han pani kiriat poydalle.
he put thebook-Ace on the table
b. Han pani kirjoja poydale.
he put (some) books-Part on the table
Belletti claimsthaithe Case differenceovertlymanifestedby the morphology in examples
like(98) isan optionavailable universaly, alsoin languages where the morphologydoes
not make any distinction.
A similar multiple Case-assigning property for individualverbs canbe found in
Turkish andin Hebrewwhereverbs canassignboth accusative andpartitiveCase, The
accusative CaseinTurkish,for instance, is associated with a specificobject and partitive
Case with a non-specificobject. The followingexample is taken from Enr; (1991):
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(99) a. Ali bir piyano-yu kiralamak istiyor
Ali one piano-Ace to-rent wants
•Ali wants to rent a certain piano.'
b. Ali bir piyano kiralamalt istiyo r
Ali one piano to-rent wants
•Ali wants to renta (nonspecific)piano.'
Basedonthis observation, it seems10me thatit is possible forChineseto accept
a similar Caseassignmentstrategyin order toaccount for ils idiosyncratic VP structures
or word order. Since Chinese has no overt Case morphology and the Case syste m is
completely abstract. Thisfact allows us [0adopt this Casesystem to Chinese, that is,
a transitive verbcan assign accusative and oblique Case as well. It alldependsupon the
definiteness of the object NP.
4 .2 . CaseAssocialed with One-argument Verbs
Beforelheanalysisproper, we first look at somepropertiesof !heo ne-argument
verbs in Chinese. The one-argument verbs are those that have either an extemal
argumentor an internal argument but not both.
4.2.1. ChineseOne-argument Verbs
The one-argument verbs can be classified into intransitives and ergatives
(unaceusatives). The definitions or these termsare as follows:
Anintransitive verbis a verbwhichhasonlyanexternalargument. suchas~
(Which assigns theexternal theta roleof agent).
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According to Dunio 's (1986) generalizationverbs of this kind lack an internal
argument. so they do notassign Case. For example, in Chinese, kl1 'cry' is a typical
intransitive, which cannot take an object either in theobject position as in (100a) or in
BA construction as in (lOOb).
(100) a. ·Wo kule Lisi.
I cry-ASP Lisi
b. "'Wo ba Lisi kule.
r BA Lisi cry·ASP
c. wo kute.
I cry-ASP
Ergative/unaccusative verbs are definedill terms of their lack of external theta-
role (Burzio 1986:29):
(101) [Ergative verbs)refer to verbswhich are subcategorizedfor a direct object
and which do not assign a subject 9-role.
According 10Burzio, a verb assigns accusative Case to a VP internal position if and only
if that verb assigns an external 8-role, thus (101) amounts to saying that the
subcategorized direct objectcannotget Case sincethe verb lacks an external argument
and therefore cannotassignaccusative Case to theoomplement-NP. In order to satisfy
the Case Filter the objectcanmove to thesubjectposition andget thenominativecase
from INFL; or it may remainin object positionto be Case markedby forminga chain
with anempty expletive(in Italian)or an overt expletive (suchas1hmin English). The
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Chinese existential/presentative verbs are similar to the ergetiverunaccusativ e verbs
discussedby Burzio. However, since Chinesedoes nothaveexpletives covert or overt
(Lit 1990)the objec t cannot get the nominative CasefromINFL by forminga chain with
the expletive at INPl iP). Therefore, there is a language-specific Case assignment
strategy to Chinese ergativelunaccusative verbs.
4.2 .1. Case assignment of Ergative/Unaccusative Verbs.
Though by definition unaccusauve verbs do not assignaccusative Case to their
logical direct objects, several analyses do allow these verbsto optionally assign Caseto
an argument which they govern (see Trav is 1984. Beletti 1988. among others).
I assume thai the objects of Chinese ergative!unaccusative verbs can get two
kinds of Case, dependingon their definiteness. If the object NP is definite. in th e form
of eithera bare-NP witha definite readingor a markeddefinite NP, it must move tothe
subject position to get thenominative Casefrom INFL, becauseit cannot getCase from
the verb, which can onlyassign an oblique Case to an indefinite NP. In contrast, an
indefiniteNP muststay' in situ' andget the obliqueCasefrom theergativelunaccusative
verb. This canbe illustrated by the followingexamples:
(102) a. Kmn lai Ie.
guests-Nom come ASP
'(The)guests came.'
b. l.a.i te kmn.
come ASP guest-Obi




d . y O!! vige un lai· le.
have one-CL man come·ASP
'There came someone.'
e. -Lai le Lao-ZhW.
comeASP Lao Zhang
~ asa bare- NPin (102a)gets nominativeCase because it requiresa defin itereading
and cannoI get oblique Casein thepostverbalposi tion. In CUllr.1st . Kmnin (IOlb)gets
oblique Casewi lli an indefinite reading . Thecontmt in (10k) and (I02d) showskc.rcn
as the object NP of the erp tiveJunaccusativeverb mustbe indefinite. Alternative:·" the
inde finiteobject can be fronted only under !be condition l!'.aI there exists an auxiliary
verb :t2lIin the bigher position. Utc an affll. the mb ):QY must attachto an indefi nite
NP. This morphological requirement enablesthe object NPwith oblique Case to move
to the front position oU illustrated by (tOld). (l02e) is ungram matical because the
definite NP l.i2..Zhan& canno t gelCase postvcrbally.
Dl:C to thedefiniteness effectof postverbaJ NPsof theergative/accusative verbs.
the indefinite NPsget oblique case in our Case system. 1:' i i<naIysis is similar to
Belletti's (1988), in which the object NP ofan ergativelunacc~ -caveverb receives an
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inherent 'partitive Case' from the verb. In a like manner, the Ch inese
ergative!unaccuSillivc verbs lack.the capacity of assigning structUJal Case but still han
theability of assigning inherent Case. Thus the indefinite object NPs receive oblique
Case from the verb. Under this analysis, the Case assignment capaci ty of
ergattvezunaccusative verbs is optional since thedefinite ones must move to me subject
posit ion 10 be Case marked. The movement of suchNPs from theposwerbal Position
10the subject position is motivated by Case. As the postverbaloblique Case bearer must
havean indefinite reading,anNP which needsa definite reading cannotgetobliqueCase
postverbally. 11 must therefore move. The movement is an A·movem~nt. As the
indefinite ones can get Case pcstverbal ly , they do not need to move. In a sense , the
proposedCaseassignmentstrategyconformswith thegeneralframeworkof Minimalism
(Chomsky 1992), in which Chomsky argues that all movement needs a driving force.
TheCaserequirement under consideration is a good reasonfor themovement,
Thereis another evidence to show that this oblique Case is necessary. because.
temporal or a locative NP can fin !he SUbject position and receive the nominative Case
in Chinese. In this circumstance, theobject NP gelSthe oblique Case, but it must be
indefinite as in (103).
(103) a.li.a:li lal-le keree.
home-in come·ASP guest-Obi
'There came guests 10the home. '
b.·1.ia:li Zhangsan ta l-le.
7 1
home-in Zhangsan come·ASP
c. *J..ia:li Iai-le Zhangsan.
home-in come-ASP Zhangsan
' Zhang san came to the home. '
d.l.inlian xle yu Ie.
today fallrain-Obi ASP
'It rat-ed today , '
If lhe subject posldcn is filled , any movement to thisposition for reasons of Case is
impossible as is shown in (I03b), forthere is only one nominative Case to ass ign in that
position. Therefore, there must besomeothermeans 10assign Case to the postverbal
NP, such asGBn in (103a), in orderta maintainth e Case Filter. From this we cansee
that nominative Case is not always available for the object NPat issue: thereforethe
postverbalNP needs a Case from theverb.
Next, I will argue for an oblique Caserather lhan an accusativeCase for the
postverbal NP. Sincethis oblique Casecan only be assigned10an indefinite NPin my
proposal.this can account (or the ungrammaticali ty of (103c). in wh ich thedefiniteNP
ZhaD.i.saD cannot get Case . The definiteness effect manifested by the objectNPs of the
unaccusative verbs requiresa different kind ofCase rather thanaccusative Case (cf. U
1990). If wechose the accusative Case. wecould notexplain whya definite objectNP
that can get accusative CasepostverbaIly from the verbmust move to the preverbal
position. We mustconcludethat oblique caseis necessaryfor the object NPs of the
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Chinese unaccusativeverbs.
Th e com mon ergativeJunaceusalive verbs in Chinese are identical with the
exiSlcntiaVpresentalive verbs (Teng 1978):
(104) a. Presence
~ 'have'. nl.2 ' sit', lan&'lie', aaa, 'hang' .eic.
b. Appearance
1ai'come", cbu ' come out'. Iii.'faJl' ,iin ' enter', dag 'arrive ' , etc.
c. Disappearance
Q.lI. 'go' . Ji 'dic' . Ri2 'run ' , tal:! 'esca pe', EJ.LQ 'PUS' . etc.
In summary, sentencescon taining theseverbs may involve NP·movcment (cf.
Burtio 1986): the postverb al objec t NPmove s toprev erbal subjectpo sitiononly il it is
definitein Chinese and gets nominativeCase. If the object NP is indefinite, it muststay
at tIIc postYcfbal position and get the oblique Case but not accusative in Chinese.
4.3. Double ObliqueCase Constraint (DOC C)
The purpose of th is stUdy is 10provide a Case-meoretc account of possible
Chinese VPstructuresand word order. In order10do so, I haveproposeda new case
assignme nt mechanismfor Chinese adjuncts (secChapter3) , comparable with the Case
asslgnmentto argumentNFl. The essence is lhatadjunctNPs getinherent obliqueCase
in Chinese. Since theChineseVP is sensitivetoteferentality or definitenessan d nearly
immune to overt morphologicalCasemarkings, the newmechanismor Case assignment
to argumenlNPsandadjuncl NPsallowsus to eccounr Cor moreposrverbalproblemsin
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Ch inese. T o make this system complete, wealso need a special CaseConstnint:
(lOS) Double Obliq ue CaseCcnsrat ru (DOCC)
Adjacent NPs bearing oblique Case are notallo wedunless licensedby special
licensors.
This Constraint is intendedto prevent the ungrammatical sentences in(106 ):
(l06) a.'"Tan g-ic yig e reo .an1iio.
lie- ASP one-CLman-())l three day-Obi
"tbee la y a man for three days.'
b."-a jan-le shu wee zbongtol!,
he read·ASP book -ObI three-Ct. hour.Qb1
'He readbooks for three houn.'
c. Ta kan-le ~ S3!!ge zhOllgtQu .
he read·AS P that-CL book· Ace jhree-Cl, hour ·ad
"He read th at book for throe hours.'
The ungramma ticality in (106 a&b) followsfro m !beDOCC. since ineach ol lhese two
sen tences, there are two adjacent postvtrba.I NPs that bear oblique Case, vio lating
DOCC. While (106c) !latisfies DOCC,with onl y oneobliq ueCasebearing element. i.e,
sange zhoogto!l. The object NP~ ge ts theaccu sative Case.
4.4 . Tests
I have proposed that DfF NPslikeother bare-NP adveroialsarcassigned oblique
Case inall adjUllCt positions. And thereis a Dooble Oblique CaseConstraint to bat
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unacceptable twopostv erbal constituents. InIhis section, I will first illustratethe effects
on different postverb al struc tures, inv olving in transitive verbs, unaccusative verbs and
transitiveverbs. Second, I will discusssome problems withthis proposal and licensors
associatedwith DIF NPs.
4.4 .1. DOC e andBrgarlve/U nsccusatlveCons tructions
This analysis accounts fortheungramma ticalityo f the object NPcooccuring with
a D IF NP in anergativeconstruction as in(t 07) ,
(107) a.*Tan g-le ren 8ll11an.
lie-ASP man -Obl three day-ObI
' There lay (some) persons for three d ays.'
b,-T ang-Ie 1i!ntia!l. reno
He- AS P three day-O bi man-Obi
'1For three dayspeople(cameone b y one) and lay (there).'
c. Ren tang- leilll1ian.
man- Nom He-ASP three day-Obi
'me) men lay for threedays. '
d. Tang yigeren tang le .si1.lllian.
lie one man-Obl lie ASP three day-Obi
'There lay a man (at some place) for threedays.'
In(107a), the object NP WI getsobliq u e Case from the verband theOfF NP
SiUl.tian also getsan inherent oblique casefrom its head noun. When the two oblique
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Case assignees meet each other without anything in between, the sentence is bad by
violating DOCC. The same is true with (lOTh). In (lOTh), ' men' and ' three days'
behave as two independent postverbal constituentsbearingobliqueCase. The result is
a DaCe violation. Note if~ can form one constituent with sn1i.an bearing
genitiveCaseand becoming the specifierof the headnoun: tro, the Daceviolationcan
beavoided. Howeverthis process(relattvization) isconditionedby theverb's aktionsart,
the semantic s of the subject. the aspects of the sentence and so on. General ly speaking
the structu re: [Duration NP + (DE) + NP] can only modify a process rather than a
result. which contribu tes 10 the unacceptibility or (10Th) out of semantic reason . In
(108b) , the verb .~ (lie)' here has an accomplishment reading, which contradicts with
the meanin g of the duration NP '.san1ian (three days)' .
In order to make a correct sentence bearing the same propos ition; (l07c) is often
consuucted with the object NP moving to the subject position and being Case marked by
INFL . Then the DIF NP can be alone in the postverbal position. Alternativel y I verb
reduplication sometimes can be used in such case as in (I07d) (modelled on Li's 1990
(5&» . This idiosyncratic property gives rise to the alternatives : the obliq ue Case to the
indefinite object NP and the nominative Case to the definite object NP at the subject
position. When there is an object NP bearing oblique Case at the postverbal position,
a DIF NP cannot cooccur with it because of a potential DOCC violation. Thus this
system wor ks well in sentences with ergativel unaccusatives.
4 .4.2. DOCe and Transitive Construc tions
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In this section, I will lest the proposal in transitiveconstructions. The potential
pcstverbatconstituents with DfF NPsare shownin (108):
(108) a. V NP D/F NP
b. V NP NP OfF NP
c. V PP DIF NP
d. V NP PP DIF NP
A DIP NP usually can follow an object NP as in (l08a) , only if there is no
DOCe violation:
(I09)a. Ta kan W!1a2 SlJJ.Wll.
he visit grandma-Ace three time-Obi
'He visited his grandma three times.'
b."Fa kan IUn£rm ~.
he visit patient-Obi three time-Obi
'He visited (some) patients three times.'
In (l09a) 1A2li2 is definite, referring 10the agent's grandma, so it gets accusative Case,
There is no DOCe violation. Whereas in (l09b) hiJJ£rm is indefinite, it is assigned
oblique Case. Since two oblique Case bearers occur in adjacent positions. this is a
violation of DOCe and not preferred by the grammar.
Sentences with the pattern in (lOSb) is acceptablebut marginal. The following
sentence is from Ernst (1988:28).
(110)'1Ta gei wo neige qiu hen duo ci.
nSfhe give me-Dal that-Clball-Ace very manynme-Ool
' SIhe gave me that ball many times.'
Thou gh there is no DOCe violation, (110) may not be accepted by all native speakers
for other reasons. Perhaps the grammar does nol prefer more than two postverbal
constituents.
Sentences with the pattern in (108<:) arc generally acceptab le since the
complementsof the prepositions are all locativeNPs bearingaccusative Case (Locative
NPs arc definite) .
(III) Lao U thu zainar shi duo nian.
Old U jive at there-Ace len more year-Obl
'Old Li lived there (or more than ten years.'
Sentences like (112)with thepattern in (lOSd)are marginal since there are three
postverbal constituents involved even though there is no DOCC violation. (112c) is
unacceptable because of theDOCC violation.
(112) a. Wo song pengyouciaojichang hen duo d .
I send friend 10 airport-Ace very many time-Dbl
' I look my friends to theairport many times:
b. Ta da dianhua gei wo hen duo ci Ie.
he hit phone to me-Ace very manytime-ObiASP
'Hecalled memany times.'
c..-ra da dianhua gei peneyou hen duo ci le.
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he hit phone to friends-Obi very many time-Obi ASP
' He cal led some friends many times.'
As we have seen, the Case assignmentmechanisms proposed. together with the
DOCe canaccount for a wide range of phenomena. But thereremain sentences that
seem initially to violate the DOCe. but whichare legitimated by special licensors. The
problem is: what are the special licensors orO fF NPs. This willbe discussed in the next
section.
4.5. Licensors of Postverbal OfF NPs
Hudson (1986) makes a general ization that each occurrence of indefinite NPs in
Chinese must be licensed. Hudson' s ' licensors' can be verbs or adverbs (e.g .~,
m.kiill. dw. etc .). This observation in a way supports DOCe . Since D/F NPs are
indefinite. they must be licensed. It turns out somelicensors actually function to block
the occurrenceof twoadjacentobliquecase bearers. However. the licensors include not
only verbs and adverbs but also definite object NPs. time-aspect marker s and so on. For
instance. (t 12c) can bemade acceptable by separating the two adjacent NPs by an adverb
or a verb (e.g , ,XmIor verb reduplication). Equally one could change the indefinite
object NP into a definite one as shown in (tl3e). The adverbs . verbs. or defi nite object
NPs license the postverbal OfF NPs.
(1l3) a." Ta da dianhua gel pengyou henduo cl Ie.
he hit phone to friend very many time ASP
' He called some friends many times.' (112c)
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b. Ta da dianhua gei pengyou)1iina. henduo ci Ie.
he hi t phone to friends already very many time ASP
'He has calledsomefriendsalready many limes. '
c. Ta da dianhuagei pengyou):Ql.l. hendouci Ie.
he hit phone 10 friends have many time ASP
d. Ta da dianhua gei pengyou~ henduo ci Ie.
he hit phone to friends hil·ASP many time ASP
e. Ta da dianhua gei wo henduo ci Ie.
he hit phone to me many time ASP (I 12b)
In (1t3b) , the original VP structure is unchanged. (I 13c&d) involve structural change .
However, theyall expres the same meaning.
1&asa sentencefinaltime-aspect marker can licensedurationNPs incombination
with accomplishment or achievement verbs. Since there is a conflict between the
aktionsartof theseverbsandduration NPs, sentence finalh:: is necessaryfor licensing
the latter. In this case, the duration NP indicates the time from the result of the action
to the speechtime.
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(1I4 )a. Ta si-le .sanli.an Ie.
he die·ASP three day ASP
'He died three days ago.'
b. ...Ta si-le mli..an.
he die-ASPthreeday
· 'He died for three days.'
The licensors discussed in example (113) support theidea of DOCe. Thus Case
assignment may play a role in forming VP structures. However, our discussion cannot
. be exhausted without considering other special licensors, such as stylistic or prag matic
ones. The special licensors may allow DOCe violation, which is an unusual
phenomenon . DOCe still holds as a general principle .
4. 6 . Special Licensorsof Postverbal OfF NFs
The special licensorsof postverbal OfF NPsare not associated with a singleverb
or an adverb but a larger construction. For example, DOCe may be violated in a
contrastive clause.
(l lS)[..Ta qingke ~ L, hua-Ie sanbai yuan].
he invite guest-Obi 3 lime-Obi spend-ASP $300.
'That he invited guests to dinner three times cost him $300.•
(116) "Ta qingke S:aOO.
he invite guest·Obl three time-Obi
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We can find another example that has the same implication.
(117) f.·Nianzhong j iezhang yici]
year-endsettle account-Oblcnce-Obt
[.. faxlan you kut-le].
find out again losl~ASP
'At the endof theyearwhensettlingthe accounts once,
[people] found out thai they were in debt again. '
I have no explanation for this stylistic effect.
4.7. The Scopeof Postverbal DIF NPs
Finally, it is worth mentioning that postverbal DIP NPs have scope within VPs
as in (118a). If a DIF NP modifies the matrix verb instead of the verb in the clause,
the matrix verb must be reduplicated as shown in (1ISb).
(118)a. Ta shoo Lisi bing-le snd.
he say Lisi ill-ASP three time
a. 'H e said that Lisi fell 1lIthree times.'
b. ·'He said threetimesthat Lisi was ill .'
b. Ta shun [..Lisi bing-Ie] shuo-le sanci.
he say Lisi iIIMASP say·ASP three time
'He said three times that Lisi was ill . '
4.8. Summary
In this chapter r have proposed a new Case assignment mechanism to argument
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NPs in Chinese. Intransitive verbsdo not assignCase; ergauve/uneccusauve verbs
opticna fy assign obliqueCase; transitives assign accusative Case or oblique Case to
direct objects according to definiteness. In addition, ditransitives assign dative Case to
indirect objects. This mechanism matchesthe Caseassignment strategy for adjunct NPs
and resolves someproblems in postverbalconstructions via DOCe. The implication of
this approach showsthaICase theorycan be well applied to theexplanationof postverbal
constructionsin Chinese.
NOles:
I. If adopting Huang's (1993)VP·shell structure, weneednotstipulatethedirectionality
of Cue assignment and e-roleassignment.
2. Actually the term 'definite' or ' indefinite' is not so accurate here in this thesis and in
Chinese ling uistics as well. Instead a more general term 'determinare'or ' indeterminate'
given by Tang (1988) may be more plausible . 'Determinate' seems to be a hypemym
including the following terms 'de finite' , 'generic' and ' specific' . While 'i ndeterminate'
refers to 'i ndefinite' and 'non-referential' . However, for the convenience of this thesis,
I prefer to use 'definite' and ' indefinite' in that they are conventionally used and roughly
equal to 'determinate' and 'indeterminate' .
3. If relating this Case assignment with Checking Theory, I assume that transitive verbs
may optionally lack accusative Case features. This is not a wild stipulation. With
clausal complements to verbs like 'say ' or ' believe', there is no Case assigned 10 the
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clause, although thesame verbsassign Case10NP objects.
4 . Unmarked postverbal subjects as in (b) and unmarked postverbalobjects as in (c) are
indefinite; unmarkedpreverbal subjects(a) and objectsat topic position (e), preverbal
position(I) or in Ba phrase Cd) are rendered definite(sec U & Thompson, 1981: 20).
a. Bm lai le.
person come ASP
'The person(s ) haslhave come.'
b. l.ai- le rm teo
come-ASP personASP
'Some person(s) has/havecome.'
c. Wow mai mu le.
I ASP buy book ASP
' I am buying Lh2Qk.'
d. Wo ba mu mai Ie.
I BA book buy iWI:
' I booghllli<J>llok.'
e. SIlIl wo mal le.
book I buy ASP
'llJ.Uw2k, I bought it. I
f. Wo .51ul. mai Ie.
I book: buy ASP
' Ibought~.'




OfF NPs and ChineseX' Structure
The previous two chapters show that Case plays a significant role in forming
Chinese postverbal constructions. In this chapter, I will first discuss Huang's (1982)
proposalon ChineseX' structureandhis PostverbalStructureConstraint. Second, I will
examine Huang's (1993) VP-shell proposal. Third, I try to apply Huang's (1993)
proposal to all the possible structures with postverba1 DIP NPs in Chinese. Finally, I
will combineChomsky's (1993)checking theorywith the VP·shell structure and show
howtheproposed
multiple-Case assignment mechanism integrates with thisX' structure.
5.1. Mandarin X' Structure(Huang1982)
As discussed in Chapter Two, in Chinese only the category N(oun) is strictly
head-final(in the surfacestring) whileall other categorieshavea head-medialstructure.
Based on this fact, Huang(1982)statesthat Mandarinhas the followingX-bar structure:
(119)a. x.[X. . yp.] iffn=l and X is not N
b. xJyp· x",J otherwise
(119a)saysat the XO levelall the categories except N are head-initial . (119b)saysthat
at all other cases, Chinesephrasestructures are head-final. (119)can beschematizedas
(120)-(122)with the sameeffect.
(120) XP - > yp X·
(121) X· ---> yp X·
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(122)X' ---> a. XO YP iff X"[+ v]
b. YP x.o otherwise
Huang further statesthat (119)serves as a surface structure filter (hereinafter the
Postverbal Structure Constraint. or thePSq, which allows a verb to be followedby its
subcategorized complements, or by an expression of frequency, duration, result, or
manner (i.e. an FORM element), but not by both.
(123) a. ...Wo qi-le ma de hen lei.
I ride--ASP horse COMPvery tired
' I went horse-back riding and I got very tired,'
b." Ta kan shu Ie Iiangge zhongtou.
he read book ASP Iwo-CL hour
'He read for two hours.'
In (123), the verb is followed by two constituents, an NP argument and an adjunct
phrase. The structure for (123a) is illustrated as:
( 124 ) IP






qJ. rna c IP
r 1d.e hone ~e N~I'
COMP ~RO I~P
~
ve r y tired
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In (124), theV' under VPbranchesto the left witha head-initial structure, thusviolating
(121). Under this circumstance, the verb is often reduplicated or other structural
rearrangement is employed10satisfy the PSC. According to Huang (1982), when the
verb is reduplicated, (124), for example,has thestructure as in (125).
(12 5 ) If
NP-----I .I __________
WCI I V '~V'
V"'----NP v------Cp
I I I I
q i rna q i c~'-_£~'--iP
I _____
de NP I '
I ~
PRO I ~
Huang (1982) also suggests that thenew, rightmost V' is the head of the VP and the
original V' behaves like a manneradverbial. Thus, (125) conforms with the X-bar
constraint stated in (119).
However, as shown in the preceding chapters, thePSCis too strong since it filters
out grammatical sentencesas well.
(126) wo ql-le napi rna .san.tian te.
I ride-ASP that-CL horse three day ASP
' I rodethathorsefor threedays,'
Sentence (126) has exactlythe samestructureas the sentencesin (123), wilh postverbal
twoconstituents, an objectNPandan FDRMexpression, violating PSCbutacceptable.
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It turns out that PSC does not apply whenUteverb is followed by a definite object and
an DIl' expression. The consensus in the more recent literature is that PSCcannot
functionas a constraint on Chinese phrase structure, but 'simply a statement of effects
of the head-initial rule (122a)and the binary-branching hypothesis' (Huang 1993:12).
5.2. A New Proposal (Huang 1993)
In view of the inadequacy of PSC. Huang (1993) offers a new proposal which
integrates (l19) with Larson's (1988) VP·shell structure. This proposal allows the
occurrenceof poswerbaltwoconstituents only if the postverbalobject NP is referential.
The basic idea is that the arguments of a verb are organized in a hierarchy basedon the
prominence relations within the theta-grid: {Agent> Experiencer > Theme > ••. >
Obliques}. This ranking is directly preservedin D-Struclure by the VP-sheIJ. The VP-
shell structure is basedon theSingle Complement Hypothesis (SCH) (see Larson 1988).
Under the SCH, only the last of a string of XP arguments of a multiargumentverb is a
D-Structure complement of the verb. The other phrases are in the specifier position of
any number of higher "shell" VPs with empty head verbs. and the verb is raisedto the
highest V at S-Structure. Thusthere is a parallel relationship between thematic hierarchy
and syntactic structure, whichserves as the foundationof the surface word order. The
analysis can be illustrated by the structureof the sentence 'Zhangsan fang-le yibenshu






Zha ng-un I ~l NP v-
I ~
yi. be n l hu V2 PP
on e book fl ng Z~9
pllt at t aoh-t op
The locationphrase'zai zhuozi-shang' belongsto the 'obliques' categoryand ranks lower
than the theme ' yibenshu' . In tum , the theme is lower than the agent in the hierarchy.
Therefore, in the O-Structure representation the locativePP occurs as the complement
of the embedded VP, the theme NP as the Spec of that VP, and the Agent as the Spec
of the higher "VP·sheW headed by the empty VI. The surface structure is derived by
the verb ' fang' raising from the original position V2 in the lower VP to the position of
VI. The empty head of the VP shell is said to be a ' light verb' or an 'eventuality
predicate' (Do, Cause, etc.), so the surfaceformof the verb is taken to be the result of
semantic and morphological composition following adjunction of V2 to VI.
The same analysis can be applied 10 the structure composed of postverbal
referentialobject NPs followedby a DIF NP. The followingexample is givenby Huang
(1993:15):
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(1 2 8) VP l
N'--------V'
el VI -----VP2





After the verb raises 10[e). it is followed byboththe object NP in the Spec of VP2 and
the frequency phrase, asin (129):
( 129) ta da-le Zhangsan Iiangci.
he hit-Perf Zhangsan two time
' He hit Zhangsan twice.'
Thus , the combination of Huang's Chinese X' structure and the VP-shell enable us to
accountfor (129).
5.3. A Modification of Huang's Proposals
tn thissection, I modifyHuang's proposals for the three typesof VP structures
with DIF NP involved. These three VP types are:
(130) a. Verb + object NP + DIF NP
[+ definite]
b. Verb + object NP + reduplicatedVerb + OfF NP
c. Verb + DIF NP object NP(DIF NPas Specifier)
Based on Baker's (1981) Uniformity of ThetaAssignmentHypothesis(UTAH), t assume
that theD-Structureof these threesurface formsare identical; the D-Structures of each
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of (130b&c) resemble the one in (128), Le. the D-Slrncture of (l30a). The S~Structures
are derived by move-c from the D-Structure of (l30a). Since the D·Struclure of (l3Oa)
is the basic form (see (128» , I now focus on (130b&c). For the convenience of the
discussion, I call (13Gb) a 'Verb Reduplicated Structure' . and (130e) a 'OIF NP as
Specifier Structure'.
5.3 .1. Verb Reduplication Structure
I proposethat the verb raises to (e] under VPl . leaving the original position to
be filled by the reduplicated verb. The first step in the derivation of the S-Struclure of
the reduplicated verb construction in the sentence 'Ta qi rna qi-le 8IJ.1ian.' (He rode
a horse for three days.) is illustrated in (131).






r lil a V2 D/F P
I neee e I I
I q i BlIntian
- -- richl three day.
b . VPl
Nr---V'I ~
t a VI VP2
he ~i N~V'




After the verb raises to VI, it incorporates the following indefinite object NP 'hor se' (cf.
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Huang 1982) and becomes 'devetbalized' as shown in (132). The reduplication of V2
is necessary to avoid a DaCe violation', V2disrupts theadjacency betweentwo would-





q i -mal NP V'
ride-horDe, ItI V2~/F P
I I
qi-le aa nt lan
ride-ASP three day s
There is a division of labour between VI and V2. VI takes the responsibility of
theta-role assignmentand Case assignment; while the reduplicated verb V2 carries the
aspectual information as is indicated by the Asp marker k and adjuncts. This division
of labour shows thai VI and V2 are not differentverbs butone.
This analysis is consistent with Huang's Chinese X' structure in (119). The
question remainsopen how the reduplicated verb checksits aspectinflectionsince it is
far from the 1. (The same is true of Huang' s (1982) theory, too (see (125».) I will not
address this question in this work.
5.3.2. DIF NP as Specifier Structure
In (13Oc), the postverbal DIF NP and the object NP are juxtaposed in this
structure . The two NPs appear to form a constituent, with the DIF NP as the Spec of
the object NP. This apparent structure is supported by the fact that the possessive
marker .skcan be inserted between the two NPs, yielding the string: DIF NP + (DE)
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+ Object NP. For example:
(133) Ta kan-te santian (de) shu.
he read·ASP three day DE book
'He readbooks for threedays.'
Il"He read three days worth of books.'
But such a structure is incompatible with the meaning expressedby (133), as the
D/F NP modifies the verb and not the object. Thus, Huang (993) proposes thai (13Oc) .
actually has the followingD-Structure. with the verb raisedout of a gerund VP into the
higher eventuality VP as shown in (134). And the DIF NP is generated as the Spec of








I I /'"---.I Bllntian I ( . NJ VP
I three day 1 I
I IIIlI V·I »<:
I I V NP
I I I I
I I kiln shu.
read book
As I see it, there is no need for employing two IPs. The surface structure of
(134) can bedirectly derived from a general structure along the lines with Larson's VP·





Ll. V1"'----""VP2he I _____
[el tiP V·
I _________
s hu V2 D/ FP
book I I
kan-ie sant la n




t a Vl VP2
he [11 NP--------V.
I ..----........
ehu V2 t l
book ...............
V2 D/ ;Pj
xan- re u nt i an
read-ASP three da y
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(135a) is the n-Stmcrure. I assume that V2 has undergone a reanalysis during the
derivation as shown in (135b), wilh the duration NP incorporated into V2. Then V2
raises 10 the eventuality position. l.e, VI. yieldingthe S·SlnIctureas shownin (135c).
In this analysis, the OfF NP is a modifier of theverbratherthanthatof theobject NPI ,
Semantically, this analysis is well-foundedin that thequantificationexpressedby
the DfF NP modifies the event rather than the object NP, as it would if it were truly
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object. (It is plausibleto treat it as the specifier of the gerund IP as in Huang's version,
but this treatment does not consistent with Huang's latterclaim (1993) about the relation
betweensyntactic configurations and the ThematicHierarclly.) Therefore, I prefer this
unified syntactic analysis for the semanticallyidentical sentences.
5.4. Minimalist CaseTheory and the ProposedCaseSystem
A recent developmentin generative syntax has been a 'minimalist' program
initiated by Chomsky(1992). Thecentral ideaof Ihis frameworkis that derivations and
representations must obey an 'economy' principledemanding that they be minimal.
Since the Case theoryof minimalisrn mayshed newlight on the issues, 1devote
the remainder of the chapte r to the discussion of how to integrate my proposal with the
minimalistCase theory.
5 .4 . 1. Minimalist CaseTheory
Minimalistcase Theory is characterizedbynsCase checking process. According
to Chomsky, the LF representation of a full clause musthave a configurationlike the
following:
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The theory requires that the structural Cases be checked by a certain functional heads
during the derivation. Inother words, the Case featureof an NP must be licensed by
checking via Spec-head agreement, at a certain timeduring the derivation. An NP with
an uncheckedCasefeatureis an ill-formed LF object. For structural Case checking, a
subject NP must raise to AgrsP to check the nominative Case. Similarly, an object NP
must raise to AgroP to check the accusative Case.
5.4.2. Integration
I assumethat like English, thenominativeCaseof thesubject NPin Chinese must
be checked at Spec of AgrsP bya combinationof finiteTense and Agrs in overt syntax.
If there is a direct object (definite) it will raise to Spec of AgroP to check accusative
Case by a combination or an accusative verb and Agro at LF. RegardinginherentCase
checking, I concur with Lasnik(1992, 1993)that inherentCase is checked ' in situ', but
in my system it may be done not only under the head-eomplement relation with the verb
but also by the prepositions,becausethe indefinitecomplement NP ofa PP also stays 'in
situ' and Case is checkedby the preposition; the definitecomplementof a pp raises in










In addition, the inherent Casefor adjunct NPs is checkedby the head noun. DOCC is
compatible with the checking theory, given the formulation: (138).
(138) DOCC
At LF. if thereare adjacent oblique NPs. the string is ill-formed',
5.5. Conclusion
The thesisis an attempttoresolve the descriptiveproblemposedby OfF Nps with
the theoretical question of the VP structure appropriate for a language like Mandarin
Chinese. I show that the descriptive problem can be resolved by a particular
implementation of the Casetheory. I also integrate the proposed Case system info a
larger theoretical literature. Along the lines of Larson (l98B), I proposethat Chinese
adjunct NPs , like English adju nct NPs. are assigned optional oblique Case. Followi ng
Belletti, I assume thata transitive verb assigns either accusativecase or oblique Case.
The accusative Caseis assigned to a definite object NP; while the oblique case is
assigned to an indefinite object NP. There is a Double Oblique case Constraint
underlying the ChineseVP strucnre. Problems of postverbal twoconstituentscaused by
Duration and Frequency NPs are explained with the proposed Case system. The
relationshipbetweendefinitenessand Casesystem may raise new questions to structural
and inherent Case within the framework of MinimaJism.
I have settled an issue of VP in Chinese in a way which offers support for
Huang's decompositional approach to verb phrases. The combination of the proposed
case system with the Chinese VP structure may shed new light on some empiri cal
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problems which have long existed in the literature.
Notes:
I. The indefiniteNP incorporates into the higher verband the reduplication of the verb
is necessary to avoid a DOCe violation. However, the incorporation and the verb
reduplication isoptional for a transitive verb followed by a definiteobjectNPand a DIP
NP. a resultative or a descriptive expression. For example, the following sequenceis
allowed:
I. ta qi napi rna qi-le santian.
he ride that-CL horse ride-ASP three days
'He rode the horse for three days,'
In thiscase, even though there is noDoceviolation, verb reduplication is alsoallowed.
2. OfF NP s may be connected with the following objec t NP by a particle~. I will
assume that this is inserted by a transformation rule like that which introduces ~ in
French NPs like t. (Milner, 1978).
be .l,lcoup ,N




3. Doce does not aff~t thesentencewith inherentCasesassigned by dirransitiveverbs:
henduo .hu .
he qive-A$ P Bt\ldent.-Dat, lllany book-obl
The sentence is grammaticallhough at LF. there are adjacent in-situ NPs realized by the
inherent Cases borne by both the indirect object and the direct object. Under this
circumstance, DOCe cannot apply. However, if we assume that the verb incorporates
with the indirect object and the complex.verb assigns two kinds of Cases to the direct
object according 10t!'le definiteness of the NP, the complexity can beavoided. In Ihis
way. a ditransitive verb only assigns two associated Cases 10the direct object. It is
unnecessary10 assign Case to the incorporated indirect object. Therefore, the modified
version of DOCC is safe, 100.
!OO
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